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1 Introduction
1.1

Sepsis: rapid identification of pathogens and their antibiotic resistances is highly
required

“Sepsis is one of the oldest and most elusive syndromes in medicine”1 and is the leading
cause of death in intensive care units (ICUs) in high-income countries:2 in the industrialized
countries about 51 – 300 per 100.000 citizens contract sepsis in a year. Sepsis can be caused
by community-acquired as well as by hospital-acquired infection. The most common cause is
pneumonia, followed by intraabdominal and urinary tract infections;1 however, any infection
can be a risk for a subsequent sepsis. In 1992, an international consensus panel defined
“sepsis” as the systemic inflammatory response (SIRS) to an infection.3 Furthermore, the
consensus panel defined a second stage “severe sepsis” as a “sepsis” followed by organ
dysfunction, and a third stage “septic shock” as a sepsis complicated by either hypotension,
that is refractory to fluid resuscitation, or by hyperlactatemia. “Sepsis”, “severe sepsis” and
“septic shock” form a continuous spectrum of severity. In figure 1 the relationship and also an
overlap of the termini infection, SIRS, sepsis, severe sepsis and septic shock is illustrated.

Figure 1: Relationship between infection, SIRS, sepsis, severe sepsis and septic shock | An
infection usually occurs when pathogens enter into the body and interact with cells. SIRS is a
systemic inflammatory response syndrome of the human body, but not necessarily towards an
infection: it can be caused by several incidents as pancreatitits, burns, trauma. However, sepsis
is defined as a SIRS, which occurs in response to an infection. Sepsis can increase in severity
to severe sepsis and septic shock. (Adapted from Bone et al.3)
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In 2006 Kumar et al.4 published a study on the mortality rate of sepsis patients in correlation
with the starting point of antibiotic treatment. This relationship is depicted in figure 2. Two
trends are shown: the decreasing survival rate over time without antibiotic treatment in white
and the beginning of antibiotic therapy in black. It becomes clear, that the initiation of
antibiotic therapy is much too late: after 18 h, when 75% of patients are in therapy, the
survival rate is below 25%.

Figure 2: Cumulative effective antimicrobial initiation following onset of septic shockassociated hypotension and associated survival | The white dashed curve shows the
decreasing survival rate of sepsis patients over time, who do not receive any antibiotic therapy.
The black dotted curve shows the usual start of antibiotic therapy over time. After 18 h, when
the survival rate is below 25%, about 75% of patients receive targeted antibiotic treatment.
(Adapted from Kumar et al.4)

The reasons for this lag in antibiotic therapy are mainly the time consuming methods which
are used in medical microbiology to identify the causing organisms and their antibiotic
susceptibilities. Bacteria identification is done by morphological evaluation as well as tests for
the organism’s ability to grow in various media under a variety of conditions.5 Antibiotic
susceptibilities are determined by the agar-diffusion test and related methods as the brothdilution assay and E-test.6 The pathogens are cultivated on agar plates impregnated with
antimicrobial discs as it is depicted in figure 3. If the pathogens are killed by the antibiotics a
zone of inhibition is observable and its diameter determines the antibiotic susceptibility. The
agar-diffusion test7 is indeed well founded with respect to its reliability,8 but its major
drawback is the very time consuming cultivation step leading to time periods > 24 h until the
2

Figure 3: Agar diffusion test | The agar diffusion test is a common microbiologic method to
determine antibiotic resistance: on an agar plate several different antimicrobial discs are
deposited. The pathogen under investigation is cultivated overnight on the agar plate and if the
pathogen is sensitive to any of the antibiotics, a zone of inhibition becomes visible around that
disc. The diameter of this zone of inhibition determines the minimal inhibition concentration.
If the pathogen is resistant towards any of the antibiotics, the growth around the respective
disc is not or only negligible inhibited. (Adapted from Office of Ocean Exploration and
Research7)

result is obtained. Established automated systems, as the VITEK 2 system (bioMerieux),9
which are also applied in the medical microbiology, are faster, but still need about five to
eight hours for bacterial identification and to provide accurate antibiograms, as it was for
example verified for vancomycin resistant enterococci (VRE) by Kobayashi et al. in 2004.10

1.2

The rise of antibiotic resistances

Antibiotics underpin modern medicine; their use has highly reduced mortality and increased
life expectancy, and they are crucial for invasive surgery and treatments such as
chemotherapy.11 The modern era of antibiotics is usually associated with the names of Paul
Ehrlich and Alexander Fleming:12 In 1904 Ehrlich’s idea of a “magic bullet”, which
selectively targets only disease-causing microbes and not the host, led him to find a drug
against syphilis, a sexually transmitted disease caused by the spirochete Treponema
palladium, which was incurable that time. Later on, in 1928, Fleming found an antimicrobial
action of a substance against staphylococcus aureus he named “Penicillin” and received the
Nobel Prize in 1945. The cornerstone for the development of a number of different
antimicrobial substances was laid. During the past decades antibiotics have been intensively
used:13 in 2002 the amount was estimated to be 100,000 – 200,000 tonnes per annum
3

worldwide and which is, in total, well over 1 million tonnes since the 1940s. The
consequences have been a heavy rise in bacterial resistances towards antibiotics. Figure 4
exemplarily illustrates the prevalence for antibiotic resistances of E. faecium (figure 4a)
towards vancomycin and of E. coli (figure 4b) towards fluoroquinolones for 2013 in Europe.14
Countries which are colored in green are quite safe for the moment, but the more red the color
the higher is the fraction of resistant bacteria and the situation can rapidly aggravate. In the
USA, the situation is even worse:15 in 2009 about 75% E. faecium were vancomycin resistant
enterococci (VREs) and about 21% E. coli were resistant towards fluoroquinolones. However,
the hands of the physicians are tied: the treatment of infections starts with a calculated therapy
applying broad-spectrum antibiotics until an antibiogram is available and a more specific
antibiotic can be chosen. Novel techniques are urgently required, which can rapidly and
reliably identify pathogens and their antibiotic susceptibilities to enable timely tailored
therapy.

Figure 4: Antibiotic resistance maps | a) The resistance map shows the situation of
vancomycin resistant E. faecium in Europe 2013. Especially the center of Europe is affected
with percentages up to 25%. b) The resistance map focusses on E. coli and their antibiotic
susceptibility towards fluoroquinolones as for example ciprofloxacin for 2013 in Europe. All
countries are affected by this kind of resistance. (Adapted from ECDC14)
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2 Aim of the thesis
The primary aim of the present thesis is the development of microfluidic based devices, which
are coupled to optical diagnostic methods, with focus on Raman spectroscopy, to identify
pathogens in body fluids and determine their antibiotic susceptibilities in a drastically reduced
time span compared to the gold standard in microbiology.

For this purpose the following milestones are planned:

1. Capturing bacteria from body fluids to enable optical diagnostic and for this purpose
development of a dielectrophoresis chip as well as a centrifugal microfluidic platform.

2. Development of multivariate statistics based classification models to identify bacteria
in mono- as well as polymicrobial infections.

3. Development of a Raman spectroscopic antibiotic susceptibility test and its validation
on vancomycin resistant enterococci as well as fluoroquinolone resistant Escherichia
coli.

4. Automation of the antibiotic susceptibility test by its implementation into a
microfluidic device.
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3 State of the art
3.1

Raman spectroscopy delivers a molecular fingerprint

When light interacts with matter, most photons are elastically scattered, termed Rayleigh
scattering: the energy of the incident photon is equal to the scattered photon. However, a
small fraction of photons (1 out of 106) is inelastically scattered. This is the Raman effect
which was discovered by Sir Raman Chandrasekhar in 192816 and immediately earned him
the Nobel prize in 1930: the energy between incoming and scattered photons differs and the
is annihilated and the molecule is excited from its initial energy state |

energy ℏ

energy difference originates from excited vibrations of the molecules. An initial photon with
virtual state |

to a

(a virtual state is a state which only exists for a short life-time when the

photon interacts with the molecule; it is not a solution of a time-independent Schrödinger
equation and so does not correspond to a well-defined value of the energy. Rather the
molecule is excited to the whole manifold of energy eigenstates17). Then, a photon with
initial one is created and the molecule switches to its final state | . The intensity of Raman

higher (anti-Stokes Raman scattering) or lower (Stokes Raman scattering) energy than the
scattered light for a transition | → |

is determined by Kramers-Heisenberg-Dirac

formula:17, 18
(1.1)

(1.2)

→

=

=∑

The intensity

∙

→

∙
ℏ

∙(

±

ℏ

+

) ∙∑
ℏ

,
ℏ

of the scattered light depends on the intensity of the incoming light

, on

the frequency of the incoming and the scattered light to the power of four, and a sum over the
polarizability tensor components

; the constant C absorbs any appearing constants

depending on the unit system and of course, the intensity of Raman scattered light with a
certain frequency increases proportionally to the Raman active molecules N showing the
corresponding transition.
=

∙

cartesian components , , ), which might occur via real energy states |
with dipole operator

(e is the elementary charge and

by a denominator given by the energy differences ℏ

damping constant

|

is defined by all possible dipole transitions

−ℏ

|

is the position operator with
and ℏ

and are weighted
+ℏ

and a

related to the life time of the energy state | . To illustrate, when a
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molecule is Raman active, the polarizability tensor
its normal coordinates
(1.3)

( )=(

can be expanded as a Taylor-series in

:
) +∑

∙

+…

The first term is related to Rayleigh-scattering and, in expression (1.2), it only yields a nonzero value if initial and final states are identical. The second term is related to Raman
scattering and, in expression (1.2), it only yields a non-zero value if the polarization of the
molecule changes due to the light interaction; hence, molecules show a high Raman signal,
whose polarization can be easily distorted by the incoming light.
Raman spectroscopy is a vibrational spectroscopic technique based on the Raman effect:
typically by illuminating a sample with laser light a complete molecular fingerprint of the
investigated specimen can be obtained. In 1990, the first Raman spectroscopic investigations
on biological cells were performed by Puppels et al.19 Subsequently, in the following years
Raman spectroscopy increasingly gained interest in biomedicine.20, 21, 22 The reasons are: it is
label-free, non-invasive and instantly provides information concerning the molecular
composition.23 Figure 5 exemplarily shows typical Raman spectra of bacterial cells. The
scale in wavenumbers ∆ (∆ = ℎ ∙ ∆ ) and the ordinate shows the intensity (measured in

abscissa shows the energy difference between incident and scattered photon on a frequency

CCD counts of incoming photons) of the corresponding scattered light. Each vibration
characterizes a specific chemical bond in a molecule. Different intensity profiles imply that

the objects of interests differ in their molecular composition. Hence, Raman spectroscopy has
a high potential to identify different bacterial species. This has been proven by several studies
in the past decade.

23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28

In the present example in figure 5 the Raman spectra of

three different kinds of bacteria are compared: E. coli, E. faecalis and E. faecium. The main
bands can be assigned to DNA, proteins and lipids and are labeled in the figure.29, 30
Raman spectroscopy is also supposed to detect changes over time if a bacterium responds to
antibiotic treatment.31,

32, 33

However, the detection of bacterial resistances early in time

without any time-consuming overnight cultivation steps remains a challenging task. When
the Raman spectra of different species are compared or if they occur over time in response to
antibiotic treatment, a careful look has to be taken, because the spectral differences can be
very subtle. With attention paid to biological variance, strong improvements in soft- and
hardware in recent years made it convenient to apply statistical algorithms (chemometrics) for
7

Figure 5: Raman Mean Spectra of Bacteria | Raman mean spectra of three bacteria species
i.e. E. coli, E. faecalis and E. faecium and their standard deviations are shown. Typical
common Raman bands are labeled (C = Cytosine, T = Thymine, G = Guanine, A = Adenine,
Phe = Phenylalanine).

identification of major spectral differences and training models, which are able to identify
these patterns in unknown samples as it is outlined in the next subsection.

3.2

Statistical models are applied to find subtle differences in the Raman spectra

The statistical models employed in the present thesis for pattern recognition in the Raman
data include Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Partial Least Squares Regression (PLS)
and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA).34, 35 Raman spectra can be considered as vectors in
a linear vector space. The CCD chip of the Raman spectrometer which has been used during
the thesis has 1024 channels. Therefore, the collected Raman spectra can be represented by
vectors in a 1024 dimensional vector space. Biological variance then leads to cloud of vectors
in this space, and a data set measured from different bacterial species is expected to form
several clouds of vectors. PCA is an unsupervised method, which rotates the basis of the
vector space: the new basis vector (loading vector) points in direction of highest variance and
is called PC1 (first principal component), the second one, PC2, is orthogonal to the first one
8

and points in direction of next lower variance; all remaining basis vectors are also orthogonal
and ordered according to decreasing variance. The ordering of PCs implies that the first PCs
contain more of the spectral information compared to the latter PCs which represent more or
less noise. Hence, PCA is used for preprocessing Raman spectra by removing irrelevant data
i.e. higher order PCs. PLS is similar to PCA, but in contrast to PCA it is a supervised method.
PLS maximizes the linear relationship between two matrices X and Y. Considering Raman
data, X represents the Raman spectra, Y contains related class information. PLS is PCA like,
but the loading vectors of both, X and Y, are rotated compared to PCA in order to maximize
the linear relation between X and Y and are not necessarily orthogonal. Finally LDA is also a
supervised method. LDA looks for hyperplanes, which are orientated in a way, that the
projected scores of different classes on these hyperplanes have maximal variance with respect
to each other, and the scores of the single classes have minimal variance.
In the past, the potential for cell identification by means of Raman spectroscopy combined
with statistical models has been shown several times.36,

37, 38

In figure 6a the result of a

combined PCA-LDA of the previously shown Raman spectra of E. coli, E. faecalis and E.
faecium in figure 5 is depicted. Spectra from two different days of these species are used to
train the model (transparent dots) and data from a third day are projected into this vector
space to test the model (filled dots). The scores show a perfect separation and identification of
the three species; furthermore the similarity of the two enterococci strains is pointed out by

Figure 6: PCA-LDA score plot and corresponding loading vectors | a) The Raman data
plotted in figure 5 are used to build a statistical model based on PCA for data regularization
and subsequent LDA for classification and identification of the three bacterial species. Data
from two measurements define the coordinate system (transparent colored scores), where data
from a third day of measurement is projected into (non-transparent colored scores). b) The
loading vectors, i.e. the basis transformation coefficients of the PCA-LDA, are plotted and the
appearance of several bands indicates that the model bases on true chemical information.
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their share of similar LD1 values, but they are differentiated on the LD2-axis. The loading
coefficients, i.e. the coefficients of the transformation (figure 6b), reveal, that the
classification is done by chemical information instead of only noise or baseline deviations.

3.3

Microfluidic platforms and photonics fit perfectly together

Raman spectroscopy in combination with statistical data evaluation provides a high potential
for bacterial characterization. However, if Raman spectroscopy shall be directly applied to
patient’ samples, a method has to be found which traps the bacteria in suspension and
concentrates them in a micronsized region.
Over the past decade, the field of microfluidics has begun to show great promise for research
assays and diagnostics as well as for clinical applications.39, 40, 41 Microfluidic systems can be
designed to obtain and process measurements from small volumes of complex fluids with
efficiency and speed, and without the need for an expert operator; this unique set of
capabilities is precisely what is needed to create portable point-of-care (POC) medical
diagnostic systems.42 A microfluidic platform provides a set of fluidic unit operations, which
are designed for easy combination within a well-defined fabrication technology and paves a
generic and consistent way for miniaturization, integration, automation and parallelization of
(bio-)chemical processes.43 The combination of microfluidics with photonics for biomedical
purposes is a highly promising strategy because most of the popular techniques for biological
and chemical detection are photonic in nature:39 fluorescence, fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET) and optical scattering are some of the most effective and accurate methods to
detect analytes at the cellular and molecular level. In this context a microfluidic system
equipped with optical traps for Raman spectroscopic tumor cell identification has recently
been established by Dochow et al.44 However, the device turned out not to be suitable for a
stable capture of bacteria, which are one order of magnitude smaller than the cells it has been
designed for. Hence, different approaches are looked for. The major microfluidic platforms
work via capillary, pressure driven, centrifugal, electrokinetic or acoustic forces.43 Among
these perspectives, two different microfluidic approaches are selected: a dielectrophoresis
(DEP) based microfluidic device and a centrifugal force based microfluidic platform (CMP).
In the past, both techniques were successfully employed for cell manipulation i.e. capturing as
well as separation.45,

46, 47

However, the combination with Raman spectroscopy has rarely

been reported in literature, not to mention its application for special tasks as diagnostics on
10

real world samples as patients’ body fluids and antibiotic susceptibility testing. To my
knowledge in the field of biomedical applications only Cheng et al. illustrated within a recent
paper series48,

49, 50

the combination of DEP with surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy

(SERS) to detect bacteria in artificially mixed blood-bacteria mixtures and Lee et al.51
illustrated the combination of CMPs with SERS for the characterization of HeLa cells. SERS
was utilized in these studies because only poor Raman signals were detectable using
conventional Raman spectroscopy: SERS enhances the Raman signal by several orders of
magnitude (in equation (1.1) the intensity I0 of the incoming laser light is locally enhanced by
surface plasmons of the nanoparticles) but also implies additional surface selection rules,
which lead to the observation of some differences in the vibrational modes.52 A major
drawback of SERS is its poor reproducibility, which is often hampered by impurities on the
metal substrate. In contrast, the combination of DEP and CMPs with conventional Raman
spectroscopy to rapidly, and still sensitively and specifically, classify and identify bacteria in
real world patient’ samples would provide a huge mark in clinical spectroscopic diagnostics.
If this is successful, the further advancement to antibiotic susceptibility testing is of utmost
interest.
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4.1

Combined dielectrophoresis−Raman setup for the classification of pathogens
recovered from the urinary tract

The lag in medical microbiology for the rapid identification of pathogens originates from
time-consuming cultivation steps. Hence, a key concept of this work is to provide direct
access to pathogens in patient samples. In this section a powerful combination of
dielectrophoresis and Raman spectroscopy for the rapid identification of pathogens in body
fluids is presented. The results are published in [US1].
4.1.1

Dielectrophoretic forces manipulate particles in suspension

Dielectrophoresis (DEP) is the translational motion of neutral particles in a spatial nonuniform electric field and was first discovered by Pohl et al. in 1951,53 and thus is supposed to
be highly suitable for bacterial manipulation. When a particle with net charge
an electric field , it experiences a force

is placed in

which expanded in a Taylor-series, can be

written in terms of multipoles:46
=

(1.4)

+ ( ∙ ∇) + …

is the induced dipole moment, here, higher order terms including quadrupoles and higher
multipoles are neglected (dipole approximation). The first term represents the Coulombinteraction between the net charge

and the electric field

phenomena. This term vanishes if the net charge

and describes electrophoretic

is equal to zero as it is the case for

bacteria, and/or if the electric field oscillates with high frequency

=2 ∙

and then its

time-average yields zero. The second and in dipole-approximation neglected higher order
terms describe the dielectrophoretic force. In this approximation the time averaged
dielectrophoretic force is given by the second term in equation (1.4) and can be rewritten:46
(1.5)

〈

( )〉 = 〈( ∙ ∇) 〉 =

∙

∙

[

( )] ∙ ∇

²

[

( )] is the real part of the Clausius-Mosotti-factor (CM-factor), which determines the

[

( )] > 0 the DEP force points towards regions of highest field strength and is named

describes the geometry of the particle,

is the permittivity of the surrounding medium,

polarization of the particle with respect to its surrounding medium and depends on their
dielectric properties, and ∇
[

² describes the inhomogeneity of the electric field. If

( )] < 0 the DEP force points towards regions of lowest field strength and is named

positive DEP (pDEP). Within the pDEP regime bacteria are attracted by the electrodes. If
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negative DEP (nDEP). Within the nDEP regime bacteria are repelled from the electrodes.
This nDEP regime is ideal for highly efficient concentration of bacteria within a micronsized
region and simultaneously using lasers for their optical characterization: lasers provide a risk
of destroying the electrodes in the pDEP regime because the laser beam has to be focused too
close to the electrodes.
4.1.2

A suitable dielectrophoresis chip design for bacterial capture is located

Raman spectroscopy of bacteria in suspension requires their collection in a micronsized
region. A quadrupol chip design54 is chosen (figure 7a shows the chip and 7b in detail the
quadrupol structure in the center): in high conductive media such as body fluids and as it is
outlined in the next subsection nDEP leads to repelling forces from the electrodes towards the
=

center of the chip (figure 7c). Due to the symmetry of the quadrupol structure the bacteria can
be easily focused in the center. The boundaries of the electrodes follow the equations

Figure 7: Quadrupol chip for nDEP | a) A quadrupole chip for nDEP containing four
electrodes which all point towards the center of the chip is shown. b) In the center of the chip
the electrodes follow polynomial boundary conditions and define a micronsized region. The
distance between two diametric opposite electrodes is 40 µm, which is found to be optimal for
bacterial capture. c) At physiological conditions the negative DEP force (yellow arrows)
points towards the center of the chip. (Adapted from [US1])

± ±

+ ( ⁄2)² (d is the diametric distance between opposite electrodes), which are

calculated by solving the two-dimensional Laplacian equation with a polynomial ansatz of
second order. The chip is manufactured to be applicable for Raman spectroscopic
measurements of bacteria and hence, fused silica is chosen as substrate, because its Raman
contributions are neglectible in the fingerprint region of biological cells between 600 and
1800 cm-1.
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4.1.3

The DEP chip is characterized regarding capture of bacteria

A bacterial cell consists of several “shells” (i.e. the cytoplasm, the cell membrane and the cell
wall) and hence, its CM-factor can be described by a multishell model.46, 55 In figure 8 such
three shell model according to Castellarnau et al. 2006 is applied to calculate the CM-factor
of an E. coli bacterium for three different medium conductivities:55 deionized water, diluted
PBS buffer solution and urine as it typically appears in patients’ urine samples. The different
= 100

regimes of DEP are more or less dominant for different conductivities: bacteria suspended in
deionized water show below

only positive dielectrophoresis (figure 8c, the

different chip design with electrodes pointing towards the center is only used for illustrative

Figure 8: Frequency dependent behavior of bacteria for different conductivities | a) The
real part of the Clausius-Mosotti-factor is plotted according to a three-shell model55 over the
frequency of the electric field for three liquids with different conductivities: deionized water
(σ = 0.01 S/m), diluted PBS buffer solution (σ = 0.15 S/m) and typical patients’ urine (σ > 1
S/m). b) For frequencies below 100 kHz electro-osmosis occurs. c) Positive values of Re[fcm]
lead to pDEP, where the DEP force attracts the bacteria towards the electrodes. d) At a
crossover frequency, bacteria switch between pDEP and nDEP and vice versa. e) Negative
values of Re[fcm] lead to nDEP, where the DEP force repels the bacteria from the electrodes.
The highly symmetric quadrupol chip is perfectly suitable to capture and concentrate bacteria
in a micronsized region by nDEP.
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purposes of pDEP). Bacteria in real world urine samples only experience negative
dielectrophoresis (figure 8e). Bacteria can also experience transitions between pDEP and
nDEP at two cross-over frequencies (COF) as it is illustrated for diluted PBS buffer solution
(figure 8d); the first COF depends on the conductivity, whereas the second one is
independent. In the low frequency range a different electrohydrodynamic effect gains
influence as it is illustrated in figure 8b, where so called electro-osmosis56 (on top of the
electrodes forms an ionic double layer, which interacts with the surface charges of the
bacteria) dominates the bacterial movement.
To investigate the influence of the applied voltage on the survival of the DEP captured
bacteria a two-component fluorescent dye consisting of Syto9 and propidium iodide is added

Figure 9: Survival of bacteria during DEP for different AC current-voltages | A two
component fluorescent dye is added to the bacterial suspension and indicates, if the bacteria
are alive (green) or dead (red). An applied peak-to-peak voltage of 8 Vpp keeps the bacteria
alive for at least one hour. 14 Vpp lead to thermal effects, which are indicated by whirls
around the center, but the bacteria stay alive at least for one hour. 20 Vpp rapidly kill the
bacteria. (Adapted from [US1])

to the bacteria suspension and the bacteria are monitored over time at different applied
voltages. Syto9 attaches to the DNA in the cytoplasm of the bacteria and labels all bacteria in
green. Propidium iodide also attaches to the DNA in the cytoplasm of the bacteria, but only
can penetrate membrane damaged bacteria and therefore labels dead bacteria in red.57 It is
illustrated in figure 9, that the bacteria safely survive 8 Vpp for at least one hour. The same
holds true for 14 Vpp shown in the second picture. However, an additional effect can be
observed: three green spots around the center are visible (a forth one is also on the bottom
outside the figure); these spots are whirls originating from thermal fluid flow.56 According to
energy-balance equation − ∙ ∆ ( , , ) = 〈 ∙

〉 (k is the thermal conductivity of the

fluid, T(x, y, z) is the temperature field) energy stored in the electric field is transformed into
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Joule heating. This temperature field causes gradients in conductivity and permittivity and
leads to a source for fluid movement. In the third picture the bacteria are red colored; they are
killed by applying a voltage of 20 Vpp. The fluid movement is very strong at such high
voltages, which is in the picture visible by the blurred red cloud in the center of the chip.
Based on these considerations, the working parameters for sufficient bacterial capture are
adjusted to a frequency of f = 1 MHz, where bacteria in urine can be focused by nDEP in the
center of the quadrupol structure and peak-to-peak voltage Vpp = 4 V, where the bacteria
safely survive and the force is sufficient for their DEP manipulation.
Bacteria in high concentrated suspensions (~10 cells/ml) are easy to collect within a few
minutes. However, to increase the capture efficiency for dilute suspensions a little trick is
applied: first a droplet of PBS buffer solution is deposited on top of the chip. Then a few
microliter of bacteria suspension are injected by pipetting into the droplet in a way, that the
particle stream passes the center of the chip, where the DEP force is applied. Following this
procedure, a sufficient amount of bacteria from a dilute suspension containing about ~10

cells/ml can be captured within 20 min for subsequent Raman measurements.
4.1.4

The captured bacteria are classified by means of Raman spectroscopy

After the bacteria have been captured the laser beam for Raman measurements is focused on
this bacteria cloud and Raman spectra are collected. In this proof-of-principle-study the
measurements are restricted to an E. coli and an E. faecalis bacterial strain, which usually
participate in urinary tract infections.58 The combined DEP-Raman setup allows for collecting
high quality Raman spectra with only 1 s integration time; the typical Raman bands for E. coli
and E. faecalis can be identified. By performing statistical methods PCA and LDA on these
Raman data, the two species can clearly be distinguished based on their Raman signature:
Raman spectra of E. faecalis can be found on the positive LD1 axis, while spectra of E. coli
arrange along the negative LD1 axis (or vice versa). This model is then used to predict
additional Raman data from different days of measurement; the LD score of these testing data
is in perfect agreement with the training data. The result is depicted in the PCA-LDA score
plot on the right in figure 10.
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4.1.5

The combined DEP-Raman setup is tested with pathogens from patients’ urine
samples

Being successful in measuring lab strains, which are well defined and characterized, with the
combined DEP-Raman setup, the challenge is to deal with pathogens recovered from the
urinary tract of different patients. Hereto the Institute of Medical Microbiology at Jena
University Hospital provided several urine samples containing at least 10 bacteria/ml. This is
per definition the minimal concentration for bacteria in urine samples from patients with a
significant bacteriuria.59 The whole working procedure from the fresh urine sample via the
combined DEP-Raman setup until the final result is schemed in figure 10. Dealing with real
patients’ urine samples requires an additional short sample preparation step: firstly the
samples are filtered from bigger cells (for example leukocytes and epithelial cells) and
afterwards upstream centrifuged to increase the order of bacterial concentration at least one
magnitude. Bacteria can easily be captured directly in the urine. However, performing Raman
spectroscopy directly in urine leads to a high fluorescent background when the urine is yellow
colored. Hence, the urine samples are washed twice and resuspended in PBS buffer solution.
This preparation procedure takes about 15 min. Afterwards, the bacterial suspension is
referred to the DEP chip, bacterial capture takes about 20 min, and Raman spectra are

Figure 10: From the urine sample to pathogen identification within 35 min | Patients’
urine samples are filtered, centrifuged and washed within 15 min. On chip bacteria capture and
their subsequent Raman measurement is performed within 20 min. Raman data of patient urine
samples containing E. coli and E. faecalis are projected into a PCA-LDA model, which is set
up with E. coli and E. faecalis culture batches. A very good identification result with only one
misclassification on single spectra level is achieved. (Adapted from [US1])
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collected. The Raman data are projected into the PCA-LDA model trained with the culture
batches as described in the previous section and yield with 99% accuracy a very good
identification of the two species. It should be noted, that the LD scores of the pathogens
recovered from the urinary tract are shifted towards the center of the LD axis, which can be
explained with their growth in a different medium: i.e. urine vs. CASO agar. It has been
shown previously60 that bacteria are masters in adapting to their environment and this is also
reflected by their molecular fingerprint.
4.1.6

Conclusion

The results of [US1] demonstrate a powerful combination of dielectrophoresis with Raman
spectroscopy. The setup provides a label-free, rapid and sensitive as well as specific, but also
easy performable method to characterize pathogens from body fluids within only 35 min as it
is shown exemplarily with urine samples from patients being afflicted with a urinary tract

4.2

Rapid, culture-independent, optical diagnostics of centrifugally captured bacteria
from urine samples

The combined DEP-Raman setup has been proven to be a very good platform for Raman
measurements of bacteria directly in suspension. In parallel, a second approach is followed
and bases on mechanical instead of electric forces, i.e. the centrifugal force. With special
attention paid to provide a cost-efficient chip for optical diagnostics, a centrifugal
microfluidic platform (CMP) is manufactured using polymeric materials on the expense of a
more intricate data analysis. The chip is also tested with pathogens recovered from patients’
urine samples. The results are submitted within [US2].
4.2.1

Forces in a rotational frame

The apparent acceleration in a rotational frame is, additionally to an external force

(for

example the drag force acts on a particle in a liquid), determined by three terms: the Euler
force, the Coriolis force and the centrifugal force:61
(1.5)

∙

=

−

× −2

m is the mass of the particle,

×

−

points to its position,

×( × )
is a vector with magnitude equal to the

rate of rotation and directed along the axis of rotation according to the right-hand rule. Among
these forces, which are in detail illustrated in figure 11, the centrifugal force always points
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Figure 11: Forces in a rotational frame | A particle in a liquid on a centrifugal microfluidic
platform, which rotates with angular velocity

, experiences different forces: the Euler force

only acts, when the angular velocity changes and points in tangential direction to the disc,
depending on the change of the angular velocity in positive or negative direction; the
centrifugal force points always radially away from the rotational axis and is the driving force
for the particles’ movement in the centrifugal microfluidic platform; the Coriolis force
appears, when the particle moves with respect to the rotational frame and points in
perpendicular direction to the velocity of the particle and the rotational axis; it is sketched for a
centrifugal force induced velocity of the particle. The drag force, which counteracts the
particles’ movement in a liquid, is additionally drawn in the figure, also with respect to the
centrifugal force. (Adapted from Ducrée et al.62)

radially away from the axis of rotation and is applied in the following approach for
translational manipulation of bacteria in a CMP.
4.2.2

CMPs offer special advantages

CMPs offer some special advantages compared to various competing microfluidic
techniques:62,

63, 64

they operate widely independent from liquid properties such as electrical

conductivity, pH-value, thermal behavior and even viscosity and surface tension over a broad
range of volumes. This is of particular interest in the field of life science or in vitro diagnostic
applications, where the liquid properties are usually not exactly known and strongly diverge
from sample to sample. In a centrifugal microfluidic approach the driving and detection unit
are separated, which is a highly desirable feature when dealing with patients’ body fluids
containing potentially infectious organisms. The driving unit consists of a simple basic
spindle motor to rotate the microfluidic chips, and replaces complex and bulky mechanical
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displacement pumps, as they are typically used in microfluidics. Furthermore, the inertia of
the rotating system leads to self-stabilization of the microfluidic system and avoids jittering as
it is well-known to appear in reciprocating or syringe pump based devices. In most centrifugal
microfluidic applications a polymeric compact disk is manufactured, which contains the
microfluidics. However, a more flexible concept would be useful: in the hospital application,
it is desired, that several different chips can be analyzed at the same time. Peytavi et al. s’
approach of a plastic chip support unit,65 which drives disposable, microfluidic chips bonded
to a standard microscopic cover glass, provides a gentle solution. Similarly, a chip support
unit is developed which secures the V-cup chips safely on the platform. The unit can be
loaded, adjusted and unloaded with chips in a matter of seconds. A spin speed of 50 Hz is
possible without any imbalances. Higher speeds could be possible, if necessary. With this
chip support unit four chips can be analyzed at the same time and no restrictions are given on
the design of the microfluidics on the chip, as long as the chip size fits to the chip support
unit.
4.2.3

Keeping the costs low

Important to the market of point of care diagnostics is, to keep the fabrication costs low.
CMPs can be produced in a cheap and easy manner by keeping full functionality and,
therefore, hold a high potential to improve point of care diagnostics. In this work the
microfluidic chips are manufactured from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which is a flexible
polymer, chemically inert, thermally stable, permeable to gases, simple to handle and
manipulate; it can conform to submicron features to develop microstructures and paying
attention to the costs, it is even cheaper than silicon.66
4.2.4

Capturing bacteria with the centrifugal microfluidic platform

The presented CMP is a strong advancement of the centrifugal microfluidic disk developed by
Burger et al.63 towards medical diagnostics, i.e. urinary tract infections, and its applicability
by means of Raman spectroscopy. The working principle is depicted in figure 12: First the
chip is loaded with PBS buffer solution (figure 12a) and under centrifugal force the liquid
flows into the V-cup chamber. The V-cup chamber and the outlet channel form a “U” so that
the centrifugal force can act from both sides on the liquid leading to force equilibrium i.e. a
stopped flow condition. Next the chip is loaded with bacteria suspension (figure 12b) and
again under centrifugal force, the suspension is guided to the V-cup chamber (figure 12c).
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Figure 13: Working principle of the CMP | The CMP, after an initial venting (not shown), is
loaded with PBS buffer solution (a) and centrifuged until the liquid wets the V-cup area in (b).
Next the bacteria suspension is loaded and the CMP is rotated until the bacteria suspension
reaches the V-cup chamber (c) and bacteria are captured (d), shown as bright dots. (Adapted
from [US2])

Figure 12: Capture efficiency of the CMP | Different concentrations of GFP labeled E. coli
are referred to the CMP. Mean grey values of their fluorescence are plotted together with
corresponding bright light images as a measure of the capture efficiency:
provide bright fluorescence and V-cups are completly filled with bacteria,
provides weaker fluorescence, the V-cups are only half filled,

∙

∙

∙

cells/ml
cells/ml

cells/ml is the minimal

concentration, where some fluorescence spots and a small collection of bacteria can be
observed within the V-cups, for a concentration of
detected. (Adapted from [US2])

∙

no significant capturing can be
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Due to the stopped flow condition the bacteria experience an artificial gravitational force and
are captured by the V-cups (figure 12d) without being flushed away.
The capture efficiency of the V-cups is determined via fluorescence measurements, which in
parallel show, that the chip is applicable for immunochemical fluorescence studies: the
fluorescence intensity of GFP (green fluorescent protein) labeled E. coli is compared for
different concentrations. Figure 13 shows a linear relationship between fluorescence intensity
optical diagnostics, is determined to be 2 ∙ 10 cells/ml. The minimal bacterial concentration

and bacterial concentration. The minimal concentration, for which the CMP is suitable for
in urine samples from patients with a significant bacteruria is about 10 cells/ml.59 However,

the microfluidic platform needs only a sample volume of 4 µl and with the usual volume sizes
of patient’ urine samples of several milliliters an upstream pre-centrifugation step is easily
performed to reach suitable concentrations.
4.2.5

Raman measurements reveal the captured bacteria within the V-cups

The use of the material PDMS is cost-efficient regarding the chip fabrication but on the
expense of a strong background signal when Raman measurements are performed. To reduce
this PDMS background, which is superimposing the relatively weak Raman signal of bacteria,
the microfluidic device is modified such that one side of the chip contains a glass window. A
Raman map scan is carried out over a whole V-cup which is filled with bacteria. An NFINDR67 algorithm is applied to the Raman data to extract Raman spectra of the different
components. This automated iterative algorithm carries out an unsupervised spectral
decomposition of multidimensional images and yields the Raman spectra of the different
components as so-called “endmembers”. Figure 14 shows the results for an E. faecalis
sample: mainly endmembers with PDMS and glass background are found; however, one of
the endmember provides typical bacteria Raman bands and its position is in agreement with
the localization of bacteria in a corresponding bright field image.
4.2.6

The centrifugal microfluidic platform is tested with patient’ urine samples

Patient’ urine samples are transferred to the CMP to verify its performance under real world
conditions. The samples have to be prepared in the same way as for the DEP chip; the main
causes are again the low bacterial concentrations in patients’ urine samples, which require an
upstream pre-concentration and the yellow color of urine which yields a highly disturbing
fluorescence background and requires a medium exchange. Immediately after the bacteria are
captured by centrifugation within the V-cups, the chip is referred to the Raman microscope
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Figure 14: Raman spectroscopic analysis of V-cup captured bacteria | Raman spectra are
collected from E. faecalis captured within the V-cups. Here the result of a map scan analyzed
by an NFINDR-algorithm is shown. The first three endmembers a), b) and c) only reveal chip
background signal, endmember d) contains already a water band from the PBS buffer solution
and finally endmember e) reveals Raman bands which can be assigned to bacterial
constituents; still present background signal from PDMS and glass is signed with red stars.
(Adapted from [US2])

and Raman spectra are collected. The results are depicted in figure 15: typical Raman bands
of bacteria can be identified, however, the chip background superimposes in several regions
and hence, decomposition is required. In this purpose an extended multiplicative scattering
correction (EMSC) is applied.68 Briefly, this method uses prior knowledge of background
spectra and expected bacteria spectra to extract the real bacterial Raman signature from the
data. Finally, Raman spectra of good quality with typical features of E. coli and E. faecalis are
revealed and provide a high potential of the applicability of the centrifugal microfluidic
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Figure 15: Extended multiplicative scatter correction (EMSC) of Raman data | Raman
mean spectra of V-cup captured bacteria (bottom line), which are recovered from patients’
urine samples, are referred to an extended multiplicative scatter correction to remove the
strong background superimposition. Hereto a reference mean spectrum of the background
(second line from the bottom) and a reference mean spectrum of E. coli and E. faecalis spectra
measured with the DEP-Raman setup (second line from the top, left and right spectrum are
identical) are referred to the algorithm to extract the true bacterial Raman spectra (top line).
The obtained spectra after EMSC show the typical features of E. coli and E. faecalis. (Adapted
from [US2])

platform for Raman based clinical diagnostics. The total procedure from the fresh urine
sample until the result requires a little bit more than 1 ½ hours.
4.2.7

Conclusion

[US2] describes a cost-efficient and fast approach for optical diagnostics of pathogens in
dilute suspensions: a glass-polymer hybrid centrifugal microfluidic platform is constructed to
rapidly capture bacteria within small V-cups and enable their subsequent optical analysis. The
high achievement potential of the device for clinical diagnostics is demonstrated by
fluorescence as well as Raman measurements of pathogens from patients’ urine samples.
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4.3

Comparison of the dielectrophoresis approach with the centrifugal microfluidic
platform for Raman measurements

So far, two powerful approaches to rapidly capture pathogens from body fluids for subsequent
Raman measurements have been developed in [US1] and [US2] and are in this section
pondered against each other.
4.3.1

Electrical vs. mechanical forces

The main difference of the two approaches is the use of electric forces i.e. the
dielectrophoretic force versus the use of mechanical forces i.e. the centrifugal force. The
action of DEP on bacteria depends strongly on the dielectric properties of the whole system
(medium + particle). Especially the conductivity is a crucial parameter which determines if
the bacteria are attracted or repelled by the electrodes. Furthermore the conductivity
determines how much energy is lost to Joule heating. Patients’ urine samples have
conductivities between 1 and 3 S/m as it is determined by measuring the conductivity of
several urine samples from patients. This restricts the DEP force to the nDEP regime, where
the bacteria are repelled from the electrodes. However, for high conductivities the DEP force
becomes weaker due to higher energy loss. In this purpose the conductivity is highly
recommended to be adjusted. This step is not necessary in a CMP system, because the
electrical properties as well as the thermal conductivity of the samples do not play any role.
4.3.2

Minimal sample requirements fit to the clinical demands

The DEP chip as well as the CMP is designed to enable analysis of minimal sample volumes;
in this purpose they are equivalent: so far the CMP needs 4 µl and the DEP chip 10 µl. The
applicability to patients’ urine samples is assured: typical urine sample sizes are in the
milliliter range with concentrations about 10 cells/ml. However, at least the CMP needs

more than 2 ∙ 10 cells for efficient capture and analysis with the DEP chip is faster the higher

the concentration. Consequently the minimized volume requirements accommodate with
upstream pre-concentration steps.
4.3.3

Chip initialization steps and re-utilization

In contrast to the DEP chip, the centrifugal microfluidic platform itself needs some initial
preparation steps. First the chip has to be vented to be able to intake liquids. Afterwards the
device has to be loaded with buffer solution and centrifuged until the V-cup region is wetted.
Not till then the chip can be loaded with a sample. The DEP chip is immediately usable. After
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their use the DEP chip is easily cleanable and reusable for the next sample, whereas the CMP
chip is a one-way-solution.
4.3.4

Performance on Raman measurements

With respect to Raman measurements the two approaches differ in their performance. The
CMP needs for stroboscopic illumination, otherwise it has to be stopped rotating for the
Raman measurements and the bacteria can start leaving their V-cups. For example, E. coli
bacteria have flagella which lead to a high locomotion. Hence, if no stroboscopic laser light is
available, the Raman measurements have to be immediately done. In contrast, the DEP chip is
able to continuously hold the bacteria at their position and it is shown, that the survival is
ensured for at least one hour. The DEP chip is fabricated using fused silica; hence the Raman
background signal is neglectible in the fingerprint region, but it is much more expensive than
using polymeric materials as it is done for the CMP. Polymeric materials, however, make an
advanced background correction algorithm necessary.
4.3.5

Applied to urinary tract infections: who wins the high speed award?

The initial preparation steps of urine samples, i.e. filtering, upstream pre-concentration and
washing steps for both approaches take about 15 min. In contrast to the DEP chip, the CMP
needs additional 50 min until it is ready for action, however, the sample preparation can be
done in between. The capturing is achieved within 20 min for the DEP chip and within 45 min
for the CMP if the bacterial concentration is up-centrifuged to 10 – 10

cells/ml. Collection

of a sufficient set of Raman data is rapidly performed (collecting 100 spectra requires about
1.5 min), data evaluation is also a matter of seconds. Summed up the DEP chip needs at least
35 min, the CMP needs about 100 min until a molecular fingerprint for pathogens recovered
from real patient urine samples is achieved. However, compared to the standard
microbiological techniques both approaches drastically reduce the time until a clinical
valuable result is obtained by orders of magnitude and hence are both highly promising to
significantly improve modern medicine.
4.3.6

Samples with several compounds need special attention

Both devices are hardly able to selectively capture all the various bacteria, which cause
infections and hence, the application to samples containing mixed bacteria populations
(polymicrobial infections) as well as samples with impurities in form of non-bacterial cells
and non-bacterial cell fragments provides Raman spectra, which are a superposition of all
constituents. In this context figure 16a illustrates Raman spectra for binary mixtures of E. coli
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and E. faecalis. It can nicely be observed how the spectra transform into each other when
varying the mixture proportion. The challenge remains to unveil Raman data representing
several constituents and as a pilot study is addressed in form of unveiling mixtures of bacteria
by their Raman spectra in the next section.

4.4

Mixtures of bacteria unveiled by their Raman spectra

In the context of polymicrobial infections, which remain a challenge to be analyzed by the
combined DEP-Raman- as well as the combined CMP-Raman-setup, as it is pointed out in the
previous section, the study [US3] is designed to establish statistical models for unveiling
binary mixtures of bacteria by means of Raman spectroscopy. Starting from a linear model
based on PLS it rapidly becomes clear, that the influence of the morphology of E. coli and E.
faecalis bacteria on their mixing behavior gives rise to switch to a non-linear model. The
maximum-likelihood parameter estimation (MLP) is considered as an attractive non-linear
advancement of the PLS model to calculate the mixing proportions by means of a hybrid PLSMLP model.

Figure 16: Binary mixtures of bacteria | E. coli and E. faecalis bacteria are mixed in
different ratios by using the optical density as a benchmark. a) The Raman mean spectra
obtained by measuring the mixed suspensions on the DEP quadrupol chip nicely change when
varying the mixture proportion. b) From the corresponding PLS score plot the centers of
gravity can be compared and it is obvious, that the score distribution is not totally equidistant.
A non-linear behavior of the scores could originate from the different sizes and shapes of the
bacteria: E. coli are single ellipsoids and E. faecalis are spheres which stick together to form
chains.
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4.4.1

A PLS model is setup to determine mixture coefficients of unknown samples

First of all PLS scores are calculated including Raman spectra of binary E. coli – E. faecalis
mixtures, which are mixed on the basis of optical density values, and the result is shown in
figure 16b. It is obvious, that the scores of different mixture proportions are separable, but
differ in their shape: the centers of gravity of the scores and their distance to each other are
close to the expectations, but not totally equidistant as they are the true mixing ratios. The
assumption of linearity could fail due to the different sizes and shapes of E. coli and E.
faecalis: E. coli are ellipsoidal shaped and appear as single entities, E. faecalis are spherically
shaped and stick together in form of chains.

Nevertheless, the data structure is quite

promising and the task is: given a set of Raman spectra measured from a (binary) mixture of
bacteria i.e. E. coli and E. faecalis, what is the mixture coefficient?
Within a first approach to unveil such mixture coefficients of the Raman data of samples with
unknown ratios a model based on PLS is trained. In this PLS model scores X represent the
Raman spectra and scores Y represent the mixture coefficients. The model is trained with
mixtures of two different strains per E. coli and E. faecalis and it is tested with a third strain
per species. The result is shown in form of blue boxplots in figure 17a. It is obvious, that the
prediction is good for low E. coli concentrations but deviates from true ratios with increasing
E. coli proportion. This is also quantified by measuring the deviation of the scores from the
true ratios which is in average +7.8% with up to -19% for high E. coli concentrations
indicating a large variance (figure 17b) and the Root Mean Square Error of Prediction
(RMSEP), which is about 13.7% with up to 22% for high E. coli concentrations (figure 17c).
The utilization of PLS bases on the assumption of linear behavior. However, linearity might
be not warrantable if the mixing of E. coli and E. faecalis is non-linear due to their different
sizes and shape. Hence, next a non-linear approach is chosen to improve the prediction of
mixture coefficients.
4.4.2

Towards a non-linear model: maximum-likelihood parameter estimation is applied

In addition to the one-level PLS an additional maximum-likelihood parameter estimation
(MLP)69 approach is added to setup a hybrid PLS-MLP model. Based on the characteristics of
the collected Raman data within the PLS results, i.e. the distribution of mean and variance, an
asymmetric gauss-shaped probability density function (PDF) is formed:
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first MLP estimation is carried out to fix these parameters: PLS scores of two training sets of
Raman data are randomly drawn and parameters

accordingly chosen so as to maximize the probability for these drawn PLS results to be
predicted. Next, PLS results of an independent set of Raman data, the unknown test data, are
drawn and with a second MLP it is looked for a parameter

of the PDF, which maximizes

the probability for these drawings. The resulting PDF then determines the mixture ratios of

Figure 17: Prediction of mixture coefficients | a) Results of PLS pattern recognition and the
hybrid PLS-MLP model regarding the determination of mixture coefficients of binary E. coli –
E. faecalis mixtures are compared. While the PLS results decrease in accuracy for higher E.
coli concentrations, the hybrid PLS-MLP results nicely fit to the ideal line. This result is
verified by measuring the distance of the mean value to the ideal line in b) as well as
calculating the root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP) in c).
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the corresponding Raman data. For several sets of measurements different mixture
coefficients can be calculated and are plotted in figure 17a in form of green boxplots. The
predictions closely agree with the true ratios. As a measure of accuracy, again, their distances
from the true ratios are plotted in figure 17b and the RMSEPs are plotted in figure 17c. Both
have strongly been improved in comparison with the one-level PLS. The distances of the
predicted scores from the true ratio improved to an almost stable average of 2.8%. The
RMSEP improved to an average of 9.3% with a maximum of 15%. All-in-all the step towards
a non-linear hybrid model based on PLS and MLP has proved ones worth.
4.4.3

Conclusion

With [US3] a solution is delivered how to deal with Raman data of mixed populations of
bacteria as they can occur in real patient samples. A non-linear approach based on a hybrid
PLS-MLP model yields an adequate prediction of the mixtures. The approach is also
supposed to provide a strategy for the general challenge provided by samples containing
several compounds.

4.5

Detection of vancomycin resistant enterococci within 3.5 Hours

So far the combined DEP-Raman setup is shown to identify bacteria recovered from urine
samples. In the hospital setting after receiving information about the causing organism of an
infection the physician requires an antibiogram of the bacterial strain to successfully fight the
infection. Hence, in [US4] the technique is advanced towards rapid detection of antibiotic
resistances. Although the sample preparation i.e. cultivation with and without antibiotics is
performed outside the chip, the combined DEP-Raman setup proves ones more to be a very
good measurement platform for molecular fingerprinting of bacteria directly in suspension. In
this study the molecular changes in response to antibiotic treatment are monitored by Raman
spectroscopy over time. A novel three-level statistical model is developed and reveals
vancomycin resistances of enterococci from their Raman data with high sensitivity and
specificity. The result is available within only 3.5 hours.
4.5.1

The resistance mechanism of vancomycin resistant enterococci

Vancomycin was the first glycopeptide antibiotic to be discovered as early as 1950.70
Vancomycin inhibits the cell-wall synthesis by binding to the C-terminal D-alanyl-D-alanine
(D-ala-D-ala) residues of peptidoglycan pentapeptide precursors and thus preventing
peptidoglycan growth and assembly.71 In the 1980s the first isolates of vancomycin resistant
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enterococci (VRE) were reported.72 Subsequently, VRE have spread with unanticipated
rapidity and are now encountered in hospitals in most states. In VRE vancomycin binds to the
membrane sensor VanS and triggers an autophosphorylation and subsequent transfer of the
phosphate group to the response regulator VanR. Accumulated phosphorylated VanR activates
the promoters of the van gene cluster. The two most frequently encountered resistant
genotypes are called vanA and vanB, where the terminal D-ala of the pentapeptide is replaced
with

D-lactate (D-lac) producing

high-level

resistances

with

minimal

inhibition

concentrations (MIC) up to 1024 µg/ml.71, 73, 74
Growth curves cover this induced resistance mechanism by a short lag phase, where the
bacteria stop growing when they are responding to the antibiotic and whereupon the resistance
genes are activated and the bacterial culture continues with growing. In figure 18 the growth
curves of a sensitive and resistant E. faecalis strain with and without vancomycin is shown.
The control experiments show usual logistic growth behavior: at the beginning is a lag phase
followed by exponential growth until nutrition runs short and a stationary phase is reached.

Figure 18: Antibiotic response of E. faecalis towards vancomycin monitored by its
growth behavior | Growth curves of vancomycin treated sensitive (red) and resistant (blue)
strain as well as of untreated control samples (sensitive = black, resistant = green) are plotted.
The arrow indicates the addition of vancomycin in the exponential growth phase after 90 min.
The sensitive strain rapidly stops growing; the resistant strain first also stops growing but
recovers, indicating an induced resistance mechanism. The control samples show the usual
logistic behavior of bacterial growth.
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Vancomycin is added in the exponential growth phase. The sensitive strain rapidly responds
to the antibiotic treatment and stops growing. The particular resistant strain wit induced vanB
resistance and a MIC in the range of the applied drug is obviously also influenced by the
antibiotic treatment and grows much slower than the untreated bacteria, but it recovers and
returns to former growing.
4.5.2

Raman spectra and their statistical evaluation reveal VRE

Each 30 min after addition of vancomycin (time points 0, 30, 60, 90 and 120 min), as
indicated in figure 18, the antibiotic response is evaluated by Raman spectroscopy. All Raman
measurements are performed with the combined DEP-Raman setup. The corresponding

Figure 19: Raman spectra monitor the response of E. faecalis towards vancomycin |
Raman mean spectra of vancomycin treated and untreated E. faecalis are plotted for a sensitive
and a resistant strain. The blue arrows indicate a change in the corresponding highlighted
Raman bands (1250 and 1475 cm-1) with respect to the previous time point for the vancomycin
treated resistant strain. It can be observed, that after 30 min the resistant and sensitive treated
strain separate from the control samples. After 60 min the treated resistant strain adapts
towards the control samples and clearly separates after 120 min from the sensitive one.
(Adapted from [US4])
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Raman mean spectra of E. faecalis are plotted in figure 19 and show the typical Raman
signature of this species. At time point 0 min all spectra accord with each other. The pure
presence of vancomycin in the solution obviously does not alter the Raman spectra. At time
point 30 min the situation changes and two regions are highlighted, where major differences
become visible: the antibiotic treated strains, both sensitive and resistant, show increased
relative Raman intensities compared to the untreated control samples. After 60 min the
relative Raman intensity of the treated resistant strain in the highlighted regions decreases
compared to the treated sensitive strain and, finally, after 120 min adapts to the Raman
intensity of the control samples, well separated from the Raman spectra of the treated
sensitive strain. These observations are in very good agreement with the induced drug
resistance mechanism.
In order to identify the vancomycin resistance in unknown samples a statistical model based
on Partial Least Squares Regression (PLS) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is setup
with the Raman data of E. faecalis. The model is specifically trained on the major differences
in the Raman data of the sensitive strain and its response to vancomycin and hence, a
vancomycin effect score is determined. Excluding the resistant strain ensures that the model
does not learn to differentiate the strains rather than the antibiotic action itself. This is
checked by excluding also the time point 0 min from the training, project time point 0 min
afterwards in the model and proving the coincidence of the scores. All Raman data of the
resistant strain then are projected in the model. The result is depicted in figure 20a. After 120
min the vancomycin effect scores of the sensitive and resistant strain are clearly separated. To
include the time dependency of the scores, the 60 min and 120 min are paired and a second
LDA is performed (figure 20b). The confusion matrix obtained by applying this three level
chemometric model to correctly recognize resistant E. faecalis yields a sensitivity of 87% and
a specificity of 93%. The three-level model is furthermore tested with a different enterococci
species: E. faecium. The Raman data originating from a vancomycin treated and untreated
sensitive and resistant strain are projected in the model setup above (figure 20c-d) and an
identification with 99% sensitivity and 77% specificity of the vancomycin resistance is
achieved for this species. Obviously the percentage numbers differ between E. faecalis and E.
faecium; however, the model is only trained with one enterococcus species, for sure the other
species differs a little bit in its molecular composition, which is supposed to have an influence
on the score. In this purpose, future work will include several enterococcus species with
different vancomycin resistance genes to improve the model and reduce the deviations in
sensitivity and specificity.
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Figure 20: Detection of VRE by a three level chemometric model | A three level PLSLDA-LDA model is trained to determine antibiotic susceptibilities of enterococci towards
vancoymcin. a) Raman data of a sensitive antibiotic treated and an untreated E. faecalis are
used to train a PLS-LDA model. Raman data from the resistant E. faecalis strain are projected
into the model. It can nicely be observed how the resistance mechanism is induced after 30
min and the scores of the resistant strain adapt towards the scores of the control samples. After
120 min good separation between resistant and sensitive strain is achieved. b) Time
dependency of the scores is included by pairing 60 min and 120 min scores and a second LDA
is performed. The black line is calculated to separate scores predicted to belong to a sensitive
from scores predicted to belong to a resistant strain; the sensitivity to detect the resistant strain
is 87% and the specificity, respectively, is 93%. c), d) Raman data of a sensitive and a resistant
E. faecium strain is also projected into the model analogous to a) and b). Prediction of the
vancomycin resistant E. faecium strain is achieved with 99% sensitivity and 77% specificity.
(Adapted from [US4])

4.5.3

Conclusion:

In [US4] based on the combined DEP-Raman setup and a three-level PLS-LDA-LDA model
sensitive and specific detection of vancomycin resistant enterococci within only 3.5 hours is
achieved.
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4.6

Integration of the DEP-Raman approach into a microfluidic system

The dielectrophoresis-Raman approach has been successfully employed to identify bacteria
from urine samples and to detect antibiotic resistances. Up to now, the bacterial suspensions
have to be deposited on top of the quadrupol chip and are unconcealed regarding the
environment. Glancing at infectious body fluids it is highly desirable to work in closed
systems to prevent environmental contamination. In addition regarding the application
towards urinary tract infections, several sample preparation steps have still to be performed
outside the chip: filtering, upstream pre-centrifugation and medium exchange. Hence, the
dielectrophoresis chip to capture bacteria for clinical-spectroscopic diagnostics is integrated
into a microfluidic system [US5]. The functionality of the DEP microfluidic device is verified
by revealing antibiotic susceptibilities of E. coli towards ciprofloxacin with Raman
spectroscopy: besides E. coli which coexist in good health and with mutual benefit for
decades within the human host, there are several highly adapted E. coli clones that have
acquired specific virulence attributes. The rise in antibiotic resistances, including resistances
towards fluoroquinolones which are among the most important antibacterial drugs and used
extensively for treatment of bacterial infections both in human and veterinary medicine,
makes these pathogens highly threatening and rapid, sensitive and specific antibiotic
susceptibility testing is of utmost interest.
4.6.1

Capturing bacteria with the DEP microfluidic system

The electrode design for DEP capturing is changed according to its utilization in a
microfluidic device. In such a device a counterbalance between the drag force and DEP force
has to be optimized and a totally symmetric quadrupol structure as used before is not
satisfying anymore. In lieu thereof an approximately sinusoidal shaped electrode structure is
chosen. In figure 21a the top view of the microfluidic device is presented and figure 21b
shows a detailed view: two inlet channels (α) lead to and two outlet channels (β, here
combined to a single one, designs with two separate outlets are also designed and available)
lead from a chamber (γ), where these electrode structures for nDEP capturing of the bacteria
are arranged (δ shows the connection which leads to an electric circuit board) and Raman
spectroscopy can be performed (figure 21f shows the experimental setup). The capture unit
consists of two top and two bottom electrodes which are sandwich like positioned and provide
cavities for capturing the bacteria (figure 21d). Between the top and bottom electrodes flows
the fluidic stream. The DEP force is calculated and plotted for the top electrodes set on
positive potential and the bottom electrodes set on negative potential: the x-y-components of
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the DEP force field point towards the center of the cavities and the z-component points at
these positions to the top and the bottom (figure 21c). Hence, the bacteria collect in the
cavities in two planes (figure 21e illustrates this in a detailed view of a single cavity in figure
21d). Fluid velocities can be chosen around 1 nl/s if a voltage of 8 – 10 Vpp is applied for
nDEP capture of the bacteria. This means 1 µl passes the capture unit within 15 minutes. A
concentration of 105 cells ml-1 in patients’ urine samples would yield a maximum capture
efficiency of 100 cells within 15 minutes. Their division on five front cavities (figure 21b, γ)
leads to less than 20 cells per cavity. In order to obtain high quality Raman spectra of the
captured bacteria within only a few seconds an upstream pre- concentration by at least one
order (better two orders) of magnitude is highly desired. However, in this work it is multiple
times shown, that such an external sample preparation step can rapidly and with the typical
sample volumes in the case of urinary tract infections easily be performed.

Figure 21: Dielectrophoresis based microfluidic system for Raman measurements on
bacteria | a) Top view of the DEP microfluidic device which b) consists of two inlet channels
(α), the capture chamber (γ) and one outlet channel (β, designs with two outlet channels are
also used). The capture chamber (γ) contains the electrode structure on the top and on the
bottom of the chip and is connected (δ) to an electric circuit board. The fluid streams in
between and the bacteria are hold back by nDEP force. c) COMSOL calculation of the DEP
force, where the electrodes are approximated by sinusoidal functions, top electrodes are set on
positive (red color), bottom electrodes are on negative (blue color) potential; in the x-y plane
the DEP force points towards the center of the capture cavities, in z-direction the bacteria
collect in two different planes (highlighted regions). This is experimentally confirmed: d)
Efficient capturing of bacteria within the cavities, e) a detailed view shows the collection of
bacteria in two focal planes. f) The DEP microfluidic system is deposited below the Raman
microscope. (Adapted from [US5])
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4.6.2

Comparability of Raman data collected using the quadrupol DEP chip and the
microfluidic DEP device regarding antibiotic susceptibilities of E. coli towards
ciprofloxacin

Ciprofloxacin belongs to the second-generation fluoroquinolones and penetrates bacteria via
porines. It acts as an inhibitor of the topoisomerases gyrase and topoisomerase IV. Hence,
ciprofloxacin inhibits the DNA replication. On the one hand resistances towards
fluoroquinolone antibiotics work via mutations in the proteins gyrA and parC, which weaken
the hydrogen bonds between the antibiotic and its targets. On the other hand they work via an
overexpressed efflux pump AcrAB, which efficiently pumps the antibiotic out of the cell in
combination with reduced expression of OmpF protein, which is responsible for an active
uptake.75
Analogous to the VRE study in [US4] sensitive and resistant E. coli bacteria are cultivated
over time with and without antibiotic ciprofloxacin. After 0, 30, 60, 90 and 120 min samples
are referred to the DEP microfluidic device. When a sufficient cloud of bacteria is collected in
the top plane of the capture unit, Raman measurements are carried out because the Raman
signal is much stronger in the top plane than in the bottom plane. Besides the typical Raman
bands of E. coli bacteria the background signal from the cover slide glass is prominent in the
region below 1000 cm-1. Hence, for further data evaluation the region below 950 cm-1 is cut
off.
[US5] pays special attention towards the transferability of Raman spectroscopic results
provided by using the quadrupol DEP chip to results gained using the microfluidic DEP
device. A statistical model based on PLS and LDA is trained with data collected from the
quadrupol chip. More in detail and analogous to the VRE study in [US4], the model is trained
only with an antibiotic treated and untreated sensitive E. coli strain and Raman data from a
resistant strain is projected into the model. Then, Raman data collected using the microfluidic
device, including both, the antibiotic treated and untreated sensitive as well as the resistant
strain, are projected into that model. The results are summed up in figure 22 and indicate a
very good transferability: after 120 min the scores belonging to the antibiotic treated sensitive
strain are well separated from the antibiotic treated resistant strain and the scores representing
quadrupol chip data accord nicely with the scores representing microfluidic data. Hence, the
combined DEP-Raman technique proves to be highly robust regarding antibiotic susceptibility
testing.
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Figure 22: Antibiotic susceptibility test - DEP quadrupol chip and microfluidic device |
Sensitive (E. coli AG100) and resistant (E. coli 3AG100) E. coli strain, incubated in presence
and absence of antibiotic ciprofloxacin, are Raman spectroscopically monitored over time
using the DEP quadrupol chip and the DEP microfluidic device. Data obtained from the
sensitive strain on the DEP quadrupol chip is used to train a statistical PLS-LDA model and
data obtained using the resistant strain as well as all data from the microfluidic device are
projected. After 120 min for both, the quadrupole chip and the microfluidic device, well
separation of the sensitive and the resistant strain is achieved. Scores representing data of the
quadrupole chip agree with scores representing corresponding data of the microfluidic device.
This indicates a very good comparability and transferability. (Adapted from [US5])

4.6.3

A microfluidic system allows for several different operating units

Besides the better handling of infectious material the implementation of DEP in a microfluidic
device offers the possibility of combining several operation units to improve the efficiency
and ideally replace previously outside performed sample preparation steps. Inter alia a
dielectrophoretic filter unit can be implemented, which sorts cells by their size. In equation
1.4 the geometric factor Γ is proportional to the volume and hence, the DEP force can
separate big cells from small ones, if the filter electrode is set on sufficient high potential. In
figure 23a an example for a separation of thrombocytes (2 – 3 µm in diameter) from
erythrocytes and leukocytes (> 6 µm in diameter) is shown. The first set of electrodes is on
lower potential than the second set of electrodes such that it affects the leukocytes, while the
thrombocytes can pass. The second set of electrodes affects the thrombocytes. This provides a
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Figure 23: Different operation units in a DEP based microfluidic system | a) A separation
unit is depicted, which performs a size dependent separation of different cells; here shown for
thrombocytes (2 – 3 µm) and erythrocytes (6 – 8 µm) in diluted blood, fluid flow is from left
to right. b) A focus unit is depicted, which focusses bacteria to a small particle stream for more
efficient capturing (not shown), fluid flow is also from left to right.

solution, when patients’ urine samples contain impurities: sometimes there are leukocytes and
epithelial cells present, or the urine is bloody colored and contains erythrocytes. In such cases
a filter unit can separate the bacteria from bigger sized impurities within the device. Another
operating unit might overcome the upconcentration steps by increasing the capture efficiency:
in a microfluidic channel bacteria distribute over the whole channel size, hence a focus unit in
front of a capture unit is highly useful. Figure 23b illustrates such dielectrophoretic focusing
for E. coli bacteria. Finally, with paying attention to the Raman spectroscopic applicability to
patient’ urine samples without any external medium exchange an internal medium exchange
is highly desirable and can easily be achieved by using different inlet channels. With the
present microfluidic device a sufficient fluorescence background reduction is achieved within
5 min.
4.6.4

Conclusion

[US5] presents a DEP based closed microfluidic system, which efficiently captures pathogens
from dilute suspensions and enables their Raman spectroscopic investigation as it is
demonstrated for the determination of antibiotic susceptibilities of E. coli towards
ciprofloxacin. The handling is much better with respect to infectious material and the device
can include several optional units for focusing, sorting and capturing bacteria, which is
important for the real life application.
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5 Summary / Zusammenfassung
5.1

Summary

In the present work powerful microfluidic-based approaches for clinical-spectroscopic
diagnostics of bacteria were developed. With special attention paid to urinary tract infections
microfluidic systems were designed and realized that enable Raman spectroscopic
identification of bacteria and their antibiotic resistance directly from patients’ material. The
background was to provide innovative faster and yet sensitive and specific alternatives to the
standard microbiological practice.
In this context, two approaches were followed: the first approach was based on electrical
forces, i.e. the dielectrophoresis; the second approach was based on mechanical forces, i.e. the
centrifugal force that occurs in rotational frames.
Following the first approach, a combined dielectrophoresis Raman setup was established.
Using negative dielectrophoresis, bacteria were directly captured from suspension in the
center of a microscopic quadrupole electrode structure. After a few minutes, when the bacteria
were sufficiently concentrated, subsequent Raman spectroscopic measurements were
performed. The Raman data were projected into a statistical model to identify the pathogens.
It took only 35 minutes to successfully distinguish the two typical pathogens of urinary tract
infections from patients’ urine samples, Escherichia coli and Enterococcus faecalis.
Following the second approach a centrifugal microfluidic platform was manufactured, to
transport bacteria from suspension by means of centrifugal force to a small chamber, which
was equipped with small microstructured V-shaped capture units. The bacteria were gathered
in the so-called V-cups and were subsequently Raman spectroscopically analyzed. Within 1 ½
hours the important characteristics of Escherichia coli and Enterococcus faecalis recovered
from the urinary tract of patients were acquired.
Both approaches had a crucial property in common regarding the real life application: the
capture methods are hard to adjust for being selective. In this context the issue of binary
mixtures of bacteria was addressed by applying different statistical methods. A non-linear
hybrid approach based on Partial Least Squares regression in combination with MaximumLikelihood Parameter estimation methods led to accurate predictions of various mixing ratios
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and introduced a promising strategy for the evaluation of Raman spectroscopic data from
samples containing different compounds.
The feasibility studies of both approaches with real world patients’ urine samples were
successful, and the work focused in detail on the dielectrophoresis-Raman setup to verify its
applicability as a measurement platform for antibiotic susceptibility tests. In fact, it was
demonstrated for vancomycin-resistant enterococci that, with the development of an advanced
statistical model based on Partial Least Squares Regression and Linear Discriminant Analysis,
within 3 ½ hours antibiotic resistances could be highly sensitively and specifically diagnosed.
In order to improve the current dielectrophoresis-Raman setup regarding a safety handling of
infectious material, the technology was integrated into a closed microfluidic system. This also
had the advantage of being able to include several operation units, such as a dielectrophoretic
focus unit for more efficient capture of the bacteria, a separation unit for separating cells by
size and a medium exchange unit. The functionality of the microfluidic system was
successfully demonstrated by the determination of fluoroquinolone-resistances in Escherichia
coli. It could also be shown that the Raman data of the quadrupole chips were compatible with
those of the microfluidic system and hence, the method was shown to be highly robust.
All-in-all the combination of a dielectrophoresis microfluidic system and a centrifugal
microfluidic platform with optical diagnostic methods such as Raman spectroscopy was
shown to be an efficient, fast and also sensitive and specific method for the identification of
pathogens from the urinary tract and their antibiotic resistances.
Finally, a "Technology Readiness Level (TRL)" can be defined for both technologies: the
success of the feasibility studies [US1, US2] certifies a TRL 3 for both technologies. The
dielectrophoresis Raman approach however, was furthermore advanced and worked as a
measurement platform under several different conditions [US3, US4, and US5]. The
applicability was already tested for realistic conditions (patients’ urine samples), which
justifies a TRL of at least 4 even 5. Some difficulties arise under these real conditions, such as
the occurrence of mixing populations as well as impurities of the samples by different
compounds and the yellow color of urine, which caused a disturbing fluorescence background
in the Raman spectrum. However, subunits have been constructed and shown to overcome
these issues. To reach the next TRL, the technology has to be combined with the various
subsystems into a functional prototype. In detail this means the combination of the presented
focusing, filtering and medium exchange units for an "on-chip sample preparation" as well as
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the separately applied statistical algorithms into a single unit and its verification of full
functionality under real conditions.

5.2

Zusammenfassung

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde sich mit Mikrofluidik-basierenden Ansätzen zur klinischspektroskopischen

Diagnostik

von

Bakterien

beschäftigt.

Speziell

wurden

Mikrofluidiksysteme konstruiert, die die Raman-spektroskopische Identifizierung von
Harnwegskeimen und deren Antibiotikaresistenzen direkt aus Patientenmaterial ermöglichen.
Dies

hatte

den

Hintergrund,

den

bis

zu

Tage

in

Anspruch

nehmenden

standardmikrobiologischen Methoden im klinischen Alltag innovative schnellere und
trotzdem sensitive und spezifische Alternativen entgegenzusetzen.
Es wurden dabei zwei Ansätze verfolgt: der erste Ansatz basierte auf elektrischen Kräften, der
sogenannten Dielektrophorese; der zweite Ansatz basierte auf mechanischen Kräften, der
Zentrifugalkraft, die in rotierenden Bezugssystemen auftritt.
Im Rahmen des ersten Ansatzes wurde ein kombinierter Dielektrophorese-Raman-Aufbau
konstruiert. Mittels negativer Dielektrophorese wurden Bakterien in der Mitte einer
mikroskopischen Quadrupol-Elektroden-Struktur direkt in Suspension gesammelt. Waren die
Bakterien in der Struktur nach wenigen Minuten genügend konzentriert, so wurden sie
Raman-spektroskopisch charakterisiert. Die Daten wurden anschließend in ein statistisches
Modell projiziert, um die Identität der Keime festzustellen. Innerhalb von 35 Minuten konnte
so repräsentativ zwischen zwei typischen Pathogenen der Harnwegsinfektionen, Escherichia
coli und Enterococcus faecalis, direkt aus Patientenproben unterschieden werden.
Im Rahmen des zweiten Ansatzes wurde ein Zentrifugalkraftchip konstruiert, der mittels
Zentrifugalkraft Bakterien direkt in Suspension in eine mit kleinen mikrostrukturierten Vförmigen Fangelementen ausgestatte Kammer transportierte. Die Bakterien sammelten sich in
den sogenannten V-cups und konnten so weiter Raman-spektroskopisch analysiert werden.
Innerhalb von wenig mehr als 1 ½ Stunden konnten so die wichtigen Charakteristiken für
Escherichia coli und Enterococcus faecalis unter Verwendung echter Patientenurinproben
gewonnen werden.
Beide Ansätze hatten eine entscheidende Gemeinsamkeit für die reale Anwendung: Die
Fangmethoden sind schwer selektiv zu realisieren. Um diesem Umstand zu begegnen, wurden
statt dessen statistische Methoden für die Identifizierung binärer Mischungen erprobt. Ein
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nichtlinearer Ansatz basierend auf der Kombination einer Partial Least Squares Regression
mit Maximum-Likelihood-Parameterschätzverfahren führte zu akkuraten Vorhersagen
verschiedener Mischungsverhältnisse. Damit ist auch eine vielversprechende Strategie für die
Auswertung Raman-spektroskopischer Daten aus Proben unterschiedlicher Zusammensetzung
gefunden.
Nachdem die Machbarkeitsstudien beider Ansätze mit Patientenurinproben erfolgreich waren,
wurde sich auf den Dielektrophorese-Raman Aufbau konzentriert, um dessen Verwendbarkeit
als Messplattform für Antibiotikaresistenzbestimmungstests zu prüfen. Tatsächlich konnte
am Beispiel Vancomycin-resistenter Enterokokken demonstriert werden, dass, mit
Entwicklung eines fortgeschrittenen auf Partial-Least-Squares-Regression und linearer
Diskriminanzanalyse basierenden hybriden statistischen Modells, innerhalb von 3 ½ Stunden
mit hoher Sensitivität und Spezifizität eine Antibiotikaresistenz diagnostiziert werden konnte.
Der bisherige Dielektrophorese-Raman Aufbau entbehrte soweit noch der sicheren
Handhabung mit infektiösem Material für den alltäglichen Gebrauch. Dazu wurde die
Technik in ein geschlossenes Mikrofluidiksystem integriert. Dies hatte zudem den Vorteil
mehrere Operationseinheiten, wie zum Beispiel eine dielektrophoretische Fokussierung für
effizienteres Fangen der Bakterien, eine Separationseinheit zur Abtrennung größerer Zellen
als auch eine Mediumtauscheinheit, hinzuschalten zu können. Die Funktionsfähigkeit des
Mikrofluidiksystems

wurde

schlussendlich

erfolgreich

am

Beispiel

der

Antibiotikaresistenzbestimmung Fluoroquinolon-resistenter Escherichia coli Bakterien
demonstriert. Es konnte zudem gezeigt werden, dass die Raman-Daten des Quadrupol-Chips
mit denen des Mikrofluidiksystems kompatibel waren und die Methode damit sehr robust ist.
Zusammenfassend lässt sich sagen, dass die Kombination eines DielektrophoreseMikrofluidiksystems als auch einer Zentrifugalkraft-Mikrofluidikplattform mit optisch
diagnostischen Methoden wie der Raman-Spektroskopie ein effizientes, schnelles und zudem
sensitives als auch spezifisches Verfahren für die Identifikation von Harnwegskeimen und
deren Antibiotikaresistenz darstellt.
Abschließend lässt sich noch der „Technologie Reifegrad (TRL)“ für beide Technologien
festlegen: Der Erfolg der Machbarkeitsstudien [US1, US2] bescheinigt beiden Methoden
zunächst ein TRL 3. Der Dielektrophorese-Raman Ansatz ist allerdings im Verlauf der Arbeit
fortschrittlich getestet worden und funktioniert nun als Versuchsaufbau unter verschiedenen
Bedingungen [US3, US4, US5]. Der Einsatz ist bereits für sehr realistische Bedingungen
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(Patientenurin) getestet worden, womit ein TRL von mindestens 4, wenn nicht 5,
gerechtfertigt ist. Einige Schwierigkeiten traten unter diesen Realbedingungen auf, wie das
vereinzelte Vorkommen von Mischungspopulationen, „Verunreinigungen“ der Proben durch
verschiedene Komponenten als auch die gelbe Farbe des Urins, die einen störenden
Fluoreszenzhintergrund im Raman-Spektrum verursacht. Um diese Punkte zu überwinden
wurden Subsysteme konstruiert und erfolgreich getestet. Um den nächsten TRL zu erreichen
muss die Technologie nun mit den verschiedenen Subsystemen zu einem funktionsfähigen
Prototyp kombiniert werden. Konkret bedeutet dies, die im Einzelnen funktionstüchtigen
Fokussier-, Filter- und Mediumtauscheinheiten zur „Im-Chip-Probenvorbehandlung“, sowie
auch die hinterher bisher separat erfolgenden statistischen Auswertealgorithmen, zu einer
Einheit zu kombinieren und deren volle Funktionsfähigkeit unter Realbedingungen zu
verifizieren.
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Abstract
We present here a microfluidic platform geared towards the fast and sensitive identification of
bacteria directly from body fluids without time-consuming cultivation. This “Lab-on-a-Disc”
platform uses the rotationally induced centrifugal field to efficiently capture bacteria directly
from a small, 4-µl sample within the glass-polymer hybrid chip. Once trapped in an array of
small V-cups, the bacteria are readily available for spectroscopic characterization, such as
Raman spectroscopic fingerprinting, providing valuable information on the identity of the
captured bacteria. Quantification of the bacterial load has been achieved for concentrations
above 2 × 107 cells ml-1 using fluorescence microscopy.
As a pilot application we characterize urine samples from patients with urinary tract infections
(UTIs). Only minimal sample preparation is necessary. Raman spectra of the bacteria are
recorded immediately after their centrifugal capture in stopped-flow sedimentation mode.
With advanced analysis algorithms including extended multiplicative scattering correction,
high-quality Raman spectra of different pathogens, such as E. coli or E. faecalis, could be
obtained from the analyzed patient samples. The whole procedure, including chip and sample
preparation, requires only about 100 min to obtain a valuable result. This marks a huge gain in
diagnosis time compared to at least 24 hours common in standard microbiological methods.
As the cost-efficient centrifugal cartridge can be operated by low-complexity instrumentation
while swiftly providing valuable information about the bacteria in the body fluid, our optomicrofluidic Lab-on-a-Disc has a high potential for next-generation point-of-care diagnostics.

Keywords: centrifugal microfluidics, Lab-on-a-Disc platform, bacteria identification,
spectroscopic analysis, fluorescence, Raman, urinary tract infection, patient sample
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Introduction
Urinary tract infections (UTIs) are one of the most common infections affecting humans.1, 2
Although, most infections are less severe, complications can even lead to life-threatening
sepsis. UTI causes major distress to the individual and entails significant healthcare and social
costs. Globally, UTIs are responsible for several million clinic visits annually, with costs
exceeding the billion dollar mark.3
Escherichia coli is the most common causative pathogen of an UTI. However, other
enterobacteriaceae such as Proteus mirabilis and Klebsiella spp., non-fermenters (e.g.
Pseudomonas aeruginosa) and Gram-positive cocci (e.g. staphylococci and enterococci) may
also play an important role.4 In times of increasing resistances towards antibiotics, induced by
their frequent use during the past decades,5 a rapid and sensitive identification and also quick
monitoring of antibiotic susceptibility of these pathogens is urgently required for early-stage
initiation of tailored therapy, and also to lower the economic burden on health care systems.
Nevertheless, even nowadays the gold standard in microbiology is still based on timeconsuming cultivations, typically taking at least 24 hours to identify the causing organisms1, 6,
and resulting in calculated antibiotic therapy without any knowledge of the pathogen. This
procedure can contribute to the development of resistant strains owing to selection pressure.7
Therefore, a variety of novel approaches came up in recent years to detect pathogens in
drastically reduced time periods compared to the standard microbiology. Some of those new
and faster techniques are already tested in the clinical environment, such as massspectrometry8 and sequencing methods9. Other techniques are still being developed in the
laboratory to find the perfect identification algorithm which is fast, accurate, sensitive, easy to
operate and cheap. Capillary electrophoresis was employed in a “three-plug-injection” method
to detect bacteria in urine samples within only 10 min; however, this method is only able to
sense the presence of bacteria, but cannot identify bacteria on a species level.10 A detection
limit as low as 1,000 to 10,000 bacterial cells ml-1 in urine could be achieved with a timeresolved fluorescence-based assay for rapid detection of E. coli within only 25 min; yet, this
method completely destroys the cells, is not applicable to dormant bacteria and also does not
aim at the identification of different bacterial species.11 Within this study we aim to develop a
novel technology which is fast (100 min), cheap (few cents in production), has the potential to
identify bacteria directly from minimal amounts of body fluids (< 1 ml) and is easy to operate.
Automated sample handling requiring only minimal amounts of the patients’ sample can be
achieved in microfluidic devices. Within those “chips” liquids are transported, objects of
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cellular size are manipulated, and their analysis under controlled, yet physiologically relevant
environments is facilitated.12 Among various different microfluidic techniques, typically
based on pump-pressure driven systems, centrifugal microfluidic platforms offer specific
advantages as outlined in the following.13,

14

Centrifugal microfluidic platforms are widely

independent of fluidic properties such as viscosity, surface tension, pH and conductivity
which tend to vary across body liquids. This tolerance extraordinary to the fluidic
characteristics of biological samples makes centrifugal microfluidic platforms particularly
interesting for biological and medical applications.
Another strategic advantage when dealing with potentially infectious materials is the
separation of the fluids of interest in the centrifugal microfluidic, often disc-shaped cartridge
from the driving and the detecting unit. Instead of complex and bulky mechanical
displacement pumps they only need a simple basic spindle motor. The self-stabilizing inertia
of the rotor leads to jitter-free pumping, which is more difficult to achieve in reciprocating or
syringe pump based devices. Furthermore, even high-performance centrifugal microfluidic
platforms can be produced in a cost-efficient manner and, therefore, bear a high potential to
lower the costs of current point-of-care diagnostics. Microfluidic chips are often fabricated
using, silicon or polymer substrates, glass, quartz15, 16 or even paper17, 18. Among the plethora
of polymers, we selected polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS); this flexible silicone is widely
chemically inert, thermally stable, permeable to gases, simple to cast for replicating even
submicron features.19
In our previous work,13, 20 a centrifugal microfluidic platform has been introduced to capture
particles of about 20 µm in diameter in a well-defined V-cup array under stopped-flow
conditions, i.e., mere particle sedimentation with the liquid on the rotor at rest. The channels
and chambers were arranged in a way that the centrifugally induced artificial gravity field
drives the particles straight into the traps where they are kept in place by the centrifugal force.
Optical investigations, i.e., immunochemical staining assays, could be carried out
successfully. While fluorescence based methods are very common in biology21 and already
made their way into analysis on microfluidic chips,16 Raman spectroscopy offers excellent
possibilities in the field of optical diagnostics22, 23 as it instantly delivers a complete molecular
fingerprint of the investigated specimen without the need for time-consuming and often toxic
labeling.24 The technique already proofed its potential for the identification of bacteria
directly from body fluids of patients25-27, though the level of automation is still limited. The
combination of Raman spectroscopy with microfluidic sample management for the safe
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handling of real world patient samples could lead to a major step forward. The recently
established pairing of dielectrophoresis (DEP) for bacteria enrichment from a dilute
suspension (such as patient’s urine) and Raman-spectroscopy based identification of the
bacteria25,

28, 29

are sensitive to on the electric conductivity of the sample. In a body liquid

from a patient this conductivity can significantly vary and therefore has to be thoroughly
adjusted to assure efficient capturing of the bacteria for subsequent analysis. Centrifugal
force-driven enrichment of bacteria within a microfluidic device offer a highly attractive
alternative to the DEP approach by virtue of its independence of electric parameters and,
therefore, robustness for complex bio-samples. To our knowledge only one combination of
sample handling within a centrifugal microfluidic platform and Raman-based analysis has
been demonstrated in the context of biomedical applications.30 However, in this example,
much larger HeLa cells from well-defined culture were analyzed and the Raman signal was
enhanced by nanoparticles in surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS).30 While it can
enhance the Raman signal by several orders of magnitude, the SERS technique also implies
additional surface selection rules,31 requires additional preparation of a SERS probe and is
very prone to disturbances by impurities which obscure the spectra of the biological sample of
interest and critically compromise reproducibility. Thus, the implementation of normal
Raman scattering for the analysis of small bacteria directly from body fluids would be highly
desired.
In the present study, we advanced the V-cup based centrifugal microfluidic platform to a
glass-plastic-hybrid which is economic in production while being amenable to advanced
optical and spectroscopic analysis with special focus on conventional micro-Raman
spectroscopy to progress beyond the issues encountered by recent SERS. The working
principle is depicted in Figure 1. Figure 1A shows the chip just loaded with PBS buffer
solution. Under the centrifugal field the liquid is guided to the V-cup chamber (Fig. 1B)
leading at its outer end into a siphon which halts flow after filling. The suspension is injected
and under centrifugal force also guided to the V-cup chamber (Fig. 1C) where the bacteria are
collected in the V-cups (Fig. 1D). The stopped flow condition prevents the bacteria from
being flushed away by hydrodynamic flow.
Efficient capturing of bacteria in the micron-sized units and subsequent fluorescence and
Raman analysis is demonstrated with bacterial suspensions as well as with real world urine
samples from patients with UTI. The outlined potential of the combination of centrifugal
microfluidics with conventional micro-Raman spectroscopy paves the way for optical
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pathogen investigation directly from patients’ urine samples for future point-of-care
diagnostics.

Methods
Fabrication of V-cup chips
The V-cup chips are made from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning)
using standard soft lithography replica molding techniques.13 Accordingly, a mold is created
by depositing three layers of SU-8 (Microchem, USA) on a 4-inch silicon wafer. For the first
layer the negative photoresist SU-8-3025 (Microchem, USA) is deposited onto a clean silicon
wafer using a spin coater (Laurel WS-400). Approximately 5 ml resist is spread onto the
wafer at 500 rpm for 10 s, accelerated with 300 rpm s-1 up to 3500 rpm and then spun for
another 30 s, which results in a 20 µm-thick SU-8 layer. Next, the wafer is soft baked at 95 °C
for 14 min on a hot plate and after that UV-exposed (200 mJ cm-²) on the mask aligner.
Directly after exposure the wafer is placed onto the hot plate at 95 °C for 3 min for the post
exposure bake, cooled down to room temperature and developed in developer (Microposit EC
Solvent) for 8 min. Next, the wafer is rinsed with isopropanol (Sigma Aldrich, USA) and
blown dry with nitrogen. The second and third layers are designed to increase the sample
volume of the microfluidic device up to 10 µl. The fabrication process follows the same steps
as described above. The processed disc is hard baked at 150°C for 120 min. Finally, the wafer
is placed in 400 µM octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) in heptane (both Sigma Aldrich, USA) for
120 min and baked on a hot plate at 100 °C for 20 min which results in a hydrophobic SU-8
surface (contact angle > 100°). PDMS is prepared by a mixing ratio of 10:1 (PDMS /
crosslinking agent), degassed in a desiccator for 30 min and then poured onto the silicon-SU-8
mould. After curing for 10 hours at 60 °C the PDMS is carefully peeled off the mould, and
fluidic inlets and outlets are punched with a 1 mm outer diameter flat-tip needle. In a final
step, the surface of the PDMS structure and a 25 × 60 × 0.1 mm3 microscope cover glass with
a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, Radionics, Ireland) frame are activated in oxygen
plasma (Plasma Cleaner, Harrick) at a pressure of 800 mTorr for 3 min. The plasma treated
surfaces are then placed together to form bridging Si-O-Si bonds at the interface and thus, a
secure bond.
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Fabrication of the chip support system
The centrifugal chip support unit (Fig. 2) is designed with the software SolidWorks 2011 and
made of ABSplus polymer using a 3D-polymer printer (Stratasys Dimension µPrint Plus). The
structure is printed on a polycarbonate support tablet. Undercuts are filled with support
material and mechanically removed after the printing process.
Bacteria and patient’s urine samples
Escherichia coli ATCC® 25922TM and Enterococcus faecalis ATCC® 29212TM are cultivated
on CASO agar (ROTH GmbH) overnight at 37 °C. Bacteria are collected from one colony,
centrifuged with a relative centrifugal force of 11,500 g for five minutes and the pellets are
washed twice with phosphate buffered saline (PBS, ROTH GmbH). Afterwards, bacteria are
resuspended in PBS. The optical density is measured at 600 nm with an Agilent Cary 60 UVVis spectrometer to adjust the bacteria concentration.
For fluorescence measurements, E. coli XL1Blue with green fluorescent protein (GFP)
expressed in a pET plasmid from Novagen is used.
Anonymized urine samples (5 ml – 10 ml) have been provided by the Institute of Medical
Microbiology (Jena University Hospital, Germany) for testing the microfluidic centrifugal
platform. They originate from different patients with single pathogen UTIs (> 105 cells ml-1,
E. faecalis and E. coli). To remove bigger particles such as leukocytes or epithelial cells, the
urine samples are run through membrane filters with 5-µm pore diameter (Pall Life, Acrodisc® Supor®). The so purified urine is treated like the bacteria samples from cultivation: It is
centrifuged, the pellet washed twice with PBS and finally resuspended in PBS.
Capturing bacteria from suspension on the microfluidic device
Prior to use, the V-cup chips are stored in vacuum for 30 minutes to remove the air from the
porous PDMS. The V-cup chips are then loaded with 2 µl PBS, immediately inserted to the
chip holder, and spun at 20 Hz for approximately 20 min, during which time all of the air is
removed from the array area and replaced with buffer. Afterwards, 4 µl of bacteria suspension
is loaded onto the chip. To allow the bacteria to sediment to its bottom, the chip is put at rest
for 15 minutes. The chip is then spun at 25 Hz for 30 minutes to centrifuge the bacteria into
the capturing structures using a DC micromotor (Faulhaber). Four different bacterial
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concentrations are tested: 1 × 107 cells ml-1, 2 × 107 cells ml-1, 1 × 108 cells ml-1 and 2 × 108
cells ml-1.
Fluorescence measurements
To evaluate the performance of the microfluidic chips, E. coli are labeled with green
fluorescent protein (GFP). A fluorescence microscope (IX81, Olympus, Japan) collects
fluorescence images. Bright field images are recorded with a 4× and 10× objective and
detailed measurements are recorded with a 20× and 50× objective. Fluorescence images are
carried out with 4× and 10× objectives. The shutter sampling is set to 100 ms; the gain level is
set to one. The setup parameters are held constant for all measurements.
Fluorescence images are analyzed with the graphic software ImageJ32. The mean grey value is
measured from the empty measuring spot and subtracted from the mean grey value of the
same spot loaded with bacteria.
Raman spectroscopy
A CRM 300 WITec micro-Raman setup (WITec, Ulm, Germany) equipped with a 600 lines
per mm grating is used for micro-Raman measurements. A frequency-doubled cw Nd-YAG
laser beam with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm and a power of 35 mW before passing
the objective is focused onto the sample. A 50× objective with a numerical aperture of 0.7
(Zeiss) is used to perform Raman measurements of the laboratory samples and a 63× Nikon
water immersion objective with a numerical aperture of 1.0 is used to collect the signal of the
bacteria from the urine samples. The 180° backscattered light is detected by a back
illuminated CCD camera (DV401 BV, Andor Technology Ltd, Belfast) with 1024 × 127
pixels cooled down to -60 °C.
Analysis of Raman data
Data analysis is performed with programming language “R” V3.0.0.2 (R Core Team; 2014;
http://www.r-project.org/) using packages “hyperSpec” (Beleites C, Valter S; 2014;
http://hyperspec.r-forge.r-project.org/) and “cbmodels” (Beleites C; 2014) for preprocessing
(spectra containing cosmic spikes are removed, baseline corrections are done using fifth order
polynomial fits, vector normalization is carried out using l2-norm) and extended multiplicative
scattering correction (EMSC) for background correction of the patient’s samples. Software
MATLAB (The Mathworks, USA) with the PLS toolbox (Eigenvector Research, Wenatchee,
WA) is used for N-FINDR calculation.
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Results and Discussion
Chip support system
In most centrifugal microfluidic applications a polymeric substrate of a similar geometry as a
conventional Compact DiscTM (CD) containing the microfluidics is fabricated. For clinical
applications, a parallel analysis of more than one sample is desirable while still being able to
exactly trace the position of the sample. Therefore, a more flexible concept would be useful.
Peytavi et al.33 reported on a plastic, CD-like carrier unit which is able to carry a couple of
individual disposable microfluidic chips while avoiding waste of material. A similar solution
is developed to secure the V-cup chips safely on the platform with the ability to load, adjust
and unload chips within seconds (Fig. 2). A spin speed of 50 Hz is possible without any
imbalances and suggests that even higher speeds could be possible. Four chips can be
analyzed simultaneously without microfluidic design restrictions, thus allowing for high
flexibility.
Evaluation of capturing performance for bacterial samples
The capturing efficiency of the microfluidic V-cup chips is determined by fluorescence
microscopic imaging using a GFP labeled E. coli strain. Different concentrations ranging
between 2 × 108 cells ml-1 and 1 × 107 cells ml-1 have been loaded onto the chip. Fluorescence
images from the first three rows of the loaded V-cup array are shown in Figure 3A and
detailed bright field images of one representative capturing structure in Figure 3B. The Vcups of subsequent rows are staggered with the fourth row shadowing the first row. Therefore,
the first three rows capture the majority of bacteria. However, the presented V-cup chip
consists of more than three rows and a small quantity of bacteria can also be found in V-cups
in subsequent rows. This can be explained with complex particle sedimentation processes for
small objects, such as bacteria with a size below 2 µm. Brownian motion34 and neighboring
particles and cluster of particles35 can affect the trajectory of sinking particles. Furthermore,
E. coli possess a flagellum which makes them motile and can be seen from rapid and agile
movements of the bacteria as soon as the centrifugal force is stopped.
At high bacterial concentrations, bright fluorescence spots indicate that the bacteria are concentrated within the cups. At the highest applied bacterial concentration, the white light image
shows a completely filled cup (Fig. 3B, top). Upon lowering the bacterial concentration, the
filling level gets reduced and the fluorescent spots have a crescent like shape resulting in a
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reduced overall integrated brightness of fluorescence. At the lowest applied cell concentration
of 1 × 107 cells ml-1 the fluorescence can barely be detected and only very few bacteria are
captured within the cup.
Plotting the captured bacteria (measured as the mean grey value of the fluorescence images)
as a function of the bacterial concentration yields a linear relationship (Fig. 3C). This
relationship can be implemented in a calibration curve to quantify the bacterial load of a
patient sample from the amount of captured bacteria. This calibration curve yields a limit of
detection of around 2 × 107 cells ml-1. Yet, only 4 µl of the sample are needed, so that with an
upstream pre-concentration step the chip can be used also for the analysis of samples with
lower bacteria concentration as will be shown later in this manuscript for the urine samples
from patients suffering from an UTI.
Raman spectroscopic characterization of bacteria captured in the V-cups
In contrast to typically employed PDMS and plastic microfluidic devices, the microfluidic
cartridges used in this study are modified from one side to contain a glass window. A similar,
multi-material hybrid was previously presented by us.36 This allows for recording the
relatively weak Raman signal of the captured bacteria besides the strong Raman bands from
the PDMS. Figure 4 shows on the left a microscopic image of a V-cup filled with E. faecalis,
which belong, after E. coli, to the most commonly encountered pathogens in urinary tract
infections. A Raman scan of about 7 µm × 18 µm is carried out to include the whole V-cup
area. To obtain Raman spectra of the different components, such as bacteria and background,
N-FINDR37 analysis is employed. Briefly, this automated iterative algorithm carries out an
unsupervised spectral decomposition of multidimensional images and yields the Raman
spectra of the different components as so-called “endmembers”. The algorithm has already
been successfully applied for the identification of subcellular compartments38 and intracellular
bacteria39 after Raman spectroscopic imaging of cultured cells and tissue. Figure 4 depicts on
the right for the bacteria-filled V-cup the resulting endmembers and their relative abundances
in each pixel of the data. The V-cup structure is clearly visible where PDMS is dominating the
endmember spectra (first three endmembers A, B, C). The characteristic Raman bands arise
from the Si – O – Si backbone with methyl side chains: Si – O – Si stretching vibration at
491 cm-1, Si – CH3 rocking mode at 687 cm-1, other stretching modes at 712 cm-1 and 793 cm1

referring to the bond between Si and C; symmetric and anti-symmetric deformations at

1266 cm-1 and at 1415 cm-1 of Si – CH3. The methyl group itself has two CH stretching
vibrations: the antisymmetric one at 2906 cm-1 and the symmetric one at 2965 cm-1.40 The
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fourth endmember (D) also shows PDMS features, but in addition the broad O – H bending
vibration of water around 1640 cm-1 is present and indicates regions filled with PBS buffer
solution. The fifth endmember (E) contains spectral information, which can be assigned to
bacteria. Typical bands can be found in the fingerprint area between 600 cm-1 and 1800 cm-1,
such as contributions from phenylalanine at 1005 cm-1, the phosphate backbone of nucleic
acids at 1093 cm-1 and 1578 cm-1, CH vibrations at 1341 cm-1, CH2 vibrations at 1452 cm-1
and the prominent broad amide I band around 1658 cm-1.41, 42
Analysis of patient’s urine samples
In order to prove the applicability of the glass-PDMS-hybrid microfluidic chip for the analysis
of real world’s samples, urine samples as delivered for routine microbiological analysis to the
Institute of Medical Microbiology within the Jena University Hospital (Germany) are used.
Those samples in general amount to 5 ml to 10 ml with minimal bacteria concentrations in a
significant bacteriuria of around 105 cells ml-1.4,

43

Furthermore, leukocytes which are sup-

posed to fight the urinary tract infection and epithelial cells from the bladder can be found in
the urine samples. Those bigger particles are removed from the urine sample with a filtration
step through a filter membrane. A pre-concentration of the bacteria by 2 – 3 orders of
magnitude can be achieved by centrifugation and volume reduction. This pre-concentration
step involves also an exchange of the medium for PBS so that the bacteria Raman spectra are
free of a possible fluorescence background from other components in the urine (usually
responsible for the yellow color).
After this short sample preparation, which does not take more than 15 minutes, 4 µl of the
patient sample can be applied onto the V-cup chip. The bacteria are captured in the V-cups as
described above and are further analyzed by means of Raman spectroscopy. A single Raman
spectrum is acquired in only 5 s. Figure 6 (bottom) shows two resulting Raman mean spectra
averaged from 133 spectra per sample collected at various centers of different bacteria-filled
V-cups. Besides the typical Raman bands from the PDMS background, significant spectral
contributions from the bacteria can be discerned. To remove the strong PDMS background, an
extended multiplicative scatter correction44 (EMSC) is performed. Using a pure background
spectrum from a V-cup filled only with PBS (Fig. 5, third line) and a generalized bacterium
spectrum (Fig. 5, second line) computed from several bacteria measurements from a previous
study25 as prior knowledge, the algorithm is able to extract the true bacterial Raman spectra of
the patient samples. Figure 5 (top) presents the resulting high-quality Raman mean spectra of
two different pathogens, which originate from the urine of two patients with different
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infections. The spectra are in very good agreement with typical Raman spectra of E. coli and
E. faecalis obtained in previous studies.25, 45, 46 The main Raman bands are labeled: 788 cm−1,
1093 cm−1 and 1578 cm−1 represent DNA contributions; 1004 cm−1, 1250 cm−1 and 1658 cm−1
correspond to proteins; 1341 cm−1 and 1452 cm−1 can be assigned to CH-vibrations.41, 42 The
characteristic differences between the Raman spectra of the two species can be recognized,
e.g., in the spectral region between 1050 cm-1 and 1150 cm-1, in the dip around 1400 cm-1 and
the peak at 1578 cm-1, demonstrating the high potential for microbiological diagnostics of
such a cost-efficient centrifugal opto-microfluidic systems combined with powerful
spectroscopic analysis.
The whole spectroscopic analysis of the patient’s sample from arriving in the lab to a
spectrum which can identify the pathogen takes only less than 100 minutes: 30 min are used
to evacuate the chip. During that time, the patient’s sample is prepared. 20 min are used to
load the buffer and 45 min to centrifuge the bacteria into the V-cup area. To record 100
Raman spectra of the captured bacteria takes only about 1.5 min and the subsequent analysis
can be – once established – done online. Compared to established, culture-based
microbiological methods which need 24 h and more to identify the bacteria, 100 minutes
analysis time mark a huge step forward in fast, culture-independent analysis. There are other
approaches which are slightly faster, such as our previously established, hybrid
dielectrophoresis-Raman approach which can identify bacteria from urine within only 35
min25. However, the centrifugal microfluidic platform combined with Raman spectroscopic
analysis presented in this study is more cost-efficient as only cheap plastic-glass hybrids are
required compared to more expensive chips with electrode structures; our approach also
excels with its robustness against varying liquid properties of the bio-sample as it is
independent on the electric conductivity. Compared to recent developments, which aim on
sensing bacteria regardless of the species level in urine within even shorter intervals (25 min11
and 10 min10), the presented centrifugal microfluidic approach sets itself apart by its high
potential for bacterial classification and identification on a species level. Furthermore, the
implementation of normal Raman spectroscopy in our approach enables quality Raman
spectra without the need of enhancement techniques, such as SERS, which would require
additional probes and lead to a higher risk of contamination.
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Conclusion
In the present study a low-cost “Lab-on-a-Disc” platform based on a glass-polymer hybrid is
presented which efficiently captures suspended bacteria in an array of geometrical traps and
allows for their subsequent optical analysis. It has been demonstrated that the platform
directly detects bacteria from urine samples without prior culture in 100 min. The centrifugal
microfluidic method can hence drastically decrease the typical diagnosis time of 24 hours and
more in conventional, cultivation-based detection. This marks a substantial progress
compared to currently established methods in medical microbiological diagnosis.
Characterization of the captured bacteria by label-free conventional micro-Raman
spectroscopy allows rapid identification of the pathogens with their characteristic features
which is valuable for first screening analysis. Furthermore, the presented device has been
easily utilized for fluorescence measurements paving the way for microfluidic-based
immunochemical assay. All in all, the results illustrate a high potential of the presented device
for spectroscopy-based point-of-care diagnostics.
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Figures

Figure 1: Workflow: capturing the bacteria in V-cups | A: The chip can be filled through two
inlets. The sample will flow (centrifugally driven) through a microfluidic channel to the
chamber equipped with the V-cups for bacterial capture. A branch intersects the channel for
pressure compensation reasons. A small channel connects the V-cup chamber with a waste
chamber including the outlet. In the picture, the inlet of the chip is initially loaded with buffer.
B: Following centrifugation, the buffer solution fills the capturing array. Next, the bacteria
suspension is introduced to the inlet. C: After another centrifugation step the two solutions are
brought in contact. Under stagnant, i.e., hydrostatic conditions, the centrifugal field drives the
bacteria into the capturing region where they accumulate in the array of V-cups. D:
Magnification of the capturing area showing the first three rows of V-cups. Bacteria are
depicted in green. The red arrows denote the direction of the centrifugal force.
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Figure 2: Centrifugal driving unit | A: Schematics of the chip holder which offer four
positions for microfluidic chips. The chips are mechanically secured with notches on one side
and the lid on the other side. B: Top view of the driving unit with two chips. C: Photograph of
a chip used during this study. Channels and chambers can be seen as little bit darker structures
and correspond to the schemes in Figure 1.
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Figure 3: Determination of the capture efficiency | A: Fluorescence images of the first three
V-cup rows filled with GFP labeled E. coli after centrifugation of four suspensions displaying
different bacterial concentrations (from top to bottom): 2 × 108 cells ml-1, 1 × 108 cells ml-1,
2 × 107 cells ml-1, 1 × 107 cells ml-1. The bright spots indicate captured bacteria. Captured
bacteria can only be detected for the three highest concentrations. The red circle marks the Vcup which is magnified in the bright field image in B. C: The mean grey value of
fluorescence is measured to show a quantitative relation between the captured bacteria and the
bacterial concentration.
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Figure 4: Raman spectroscopic analysis of captured E. faecalis| In the bright field image on
the left shows a V-cup filled with E. faecalis. The red rectangle denotes the area for which a
Raman map has been recorded. N-FINDR analysis was carried out to reveal the spectral
contributions and extract the pure spectra as endmembers. A-E represent the spatial
distribution of five unmixed endmembers together with their spectra on the right. The first
three endmembers A, B and C show pure Raman spectra from PDMS of the V-cup structure.
Endmember D contains signal from the PDMS substrate of the bottom and a water band
around 1640 cm-1 from PBS buffer solution. Endmember E shows a typical bacterial signature
(bands are labeled). However, background signal from PDMS is still present and the
respective bands are indicated by red stars.
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Figure 5: Analysis of urine sample on the V-cup chip | Bottom: Baseline corrected and vector
normalized Raman mean spectra from bacteria captured in different V-cups from two
different patients suffering from UTI. Beyond the PDMS background spectral contributions
from bacteria are visible and labeled. Second line from the bottom: Raman mean spectra of
the chip loaded with PBS without bacteria. Only PDMS and water signals are detected. Third
line from the bottom: Generalized bacteria spectrum (left and right are identical) computed
as a superposition of a typical E. faecalis and a typical E. coli mean spectrum (measured in a
previous study25). Top: The Raman spectrum of the empty V-cup and the generalized bacteria
Raman spectrum are used in an EMSC algorithm to extract the bacterial spectrum from the
recorded spectrum depicted on the bottom. The resulting spectra are in very good agreement
with typical E. coli (left) and E. faecalis (right) spectra. Typical Raman peaks are labeled.
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Abstract
In times of rising antibiotic resistances, fast and at the same time sensitive and specific
methods to determine antibiotic susceptibilities are urgently needed. Here, we present an
integrated microfluidic device in which bacteria from dilute suspensions are captured in welldefined regions using dielectrophoresis (DEP). The captured bacteria are further analyzed in a
label-free and non-destructive manner using Raman spectroscopy. Once, the syringe
containing the bacterial sample is connected to the microfluidic device, automated sample
processing is carried out ensuring safe handling of infectious material and minimal sample
preparation as well as minimized hands-on time for the operator. Clinical applicability of the
presented device is demonstrated by antibiotic susceptibility testing of Escherichia coli
towards the commonly prescribed second generation fluoroquinolone ciprofloxacin. Based on
the Raman spectra obtained in the microfluidic device from captured bacteria which were
treated with the antibiotic as well as their untreated controls, it is possible to identify sensitive
and resistant E. coli with high accuracy within only less than 3.5 hours. Of utmost importance
for future applicability is the robustness of the combined DEP-Raman approach and hence, it
is an important part of this study to prove, that the antibiotic susceptibility results are highly
comparable between two devices, a planar quadrupole DEP chip and the DEP based
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microfluidic device, and robust towards different users over an extended time period of half a
year.

Introduction
Antibiotics underpin modern medicine and their use has highly reduced mortality and
increased life expectancy (Blair et al. 2015; Wright 2011). However, the successful
medication with any therapeutic agent is compromised by the potential development of
tolerance or resistance to that compound from the time it is first employed (Davies and Davies
2010). During the past decades antibiotics were frequently used and indeed, a heavy increase
of antibiotic resistances was the result (Andersson and Hughes 2010). This rise in antibiotic
resistances nowadays represents a significant threat, because the development of novel
antimicrobial drugs lags (Blair et al. 2015). The situation is even aggravated by the timeconsuming methods to determine antibiotic susceptibilities which are still applied in the
standard clinical microbiology (Bonev et al. 2008), i.e. the culture based agar-diffusion test,
broth-dilution test and E-test often take > 24 hours. Automated systems, such as the VITEK 2
System (bioMerieux), BD Phoenix Automated Microbiology System (BD Diagnostics) or
MicroScan WalkAway (Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics) to name just a few, are faster, but
still require at least one working day to provide accurate results (Eigner et al. 2005; Funke and
Funke-Kissling 2004; Kobayashi et al. 2004; Sellenriek et al. 2005). Within this time period
the physicians already apply calculated antibiotic therapy with broad-spectrum antibiotics
until the causing pathogen is known and tailored antibiotic therapy can be initialized. This
unspecific medication promotes further spread of resistant pathogens. Thus, novel methods
that detect antibiotic resistances fast and with high specificity and sensitivity are urgently
needed to facilitate an appropriate medication as early as possible and, by this, curb the rise of
further resistances to existing and new antibiotic agents (Barbosa and Levy 2000).
Recently, we could present a Raman-based algorithm to identify vancomycin resistant
enterococci within less than 3.5 hours (Schroeder et al. 2015) which means a huge saving of
diagnosis time compared to established routines in the clinical microbiology. This Ramanbased algorithm used a planar dielectrophoresis (DEP) chip with a quadrupole structure
(Schroeder et al. 2015; Schroeder et al. 2013) to capture bacteria directly from suspensions.
Those captured bacteria were subsequently analyzed by means of Raman spectroscopy
making use of the advantages of this spectroscopic method. Raman spectroscopy is label-free
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and hence overcomes often toxic immunochemical staining methods and reduces sample
preparation to a minimum (Maquelin et al. 2003); it is non-invasive, which sets the method
apart from recently accreting mass-spectroscopic approaches (Patel 2013); it instantly delivers
a complete molecular fingerprint making the method fast and highly specific, and it can be
combined with other techniques to analyze cells (Bonnier et al. 2014; Galler et al. 2014;
Krafft and Popp 2015; Marz et al. 2011; Mitchell et al. 2014). With the integrated quadrupole
DEP-Raman chip the action of the antibiotic vancomycin on the enterococci was followed
over time and an advanced chemometric model could predict antibiotic resistance with high
accuracy. Despite its good performance, the quadrupole DEP-Raman chip still lacked some
technical features which are required for a later application in the clinical routine. The chip
was open to the environment (figure 1a) and hence required direct handling of the infectious
material which is not desired for future application to body fluids. Furthermore, it did not
allow an easy implementation of further functional subunits (Muller et al. 1999). Therefore, in
this study we developed an integrated microfluidic device (figure 1b and in detail, as it is later
on explained in the text, figures 2a-d) based on the working principle of the planar quadrupole
DEP-Raman chip which allows for safe handling of bacterial suspensions and enables
medium exchange to rapidly reduce fluorescence background which is often encountered
when analyzing colored body liquids, such as patients’ urine samples. In order to prove the
suitability of the novel integrated DEP-Raman microfluidic device for future clinical
spectroscopic diagnostics, spectroscopic antibiotic susceptibility testing is carried out in the
microfluidic device and compared to the spectroscopic results obtained with the previously
established quadrupole DEP-Raman chip. In this context it is of utmost importance, that the
Raman data obtained by using the different devices provide transferable results to ensure the
high robustness of the combined DEP-Raman approach.
The quadrupole DEP-Raman chip has already successfully been applied to identify bacterial
pathogens in urine samples from patients suffering from urinary tract infections (UTIs)
(Schroeder et al. 2013). In this context Escherichia coli can be pathogenic: besides E. coli
which coexist in good health and with mutual benefit within the human host for decades, there
are several highly adapted E. coli clones that have acquired specific virulence attributes that
allow them to cause a broad spectrum of disease, such as enteric/diarrhoeal disease, UTIs,
meningitis and even lead to sepsis (Kaper et al. 2004). E. coli as Gram negative bacteria can
efficiently be treated with fluoroquinolones, such as the second generation fluoroquinolone
ciprofloxacin (Fabrega et al. 2009). Fluoroquinolones are among the most important
antibacterial drugs and are used extensively for treatment of bacterial infections both in
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human and veterinary medicine (Li 2005). Fluoroquinolones penetrate bacteria through porins
and act as an inhibitor of the topoisomerases gyrase and topoisomerase IV. Hence, these
antibiotics inhibit the DNA replication and finally causes cell death (Fabrega et al. 2009).
Resistances towards fluoroquinolone antibiotics can occur via different mechanisms (Fabrega
et al. 2009; Robicsek et al. 2006): Mutations in the target proteins gyrA and parC inhibit the
hydrogen bonds between the antibiotic and its targets, an overexpressed efflux pump AcrAB
efficiently pumps the antibiotic out of the cell and an reduced expression of OmpF protein can
cause an reduced uptake. According to the European Centre for Disease Prevention and
Control (ECDC) in Solna (Sweden), the numbers of resistant Escherichia coli towards
fluoroquinolones are alarming: up to 25% of the E. coli isolates in northern Europe are
resistant and even higher numbers are encountered in southern countries.
Here, we present a powerful spectroscopy-based method to identify E. coli with ciprofloxacin
resistance within less than 3.5 hours using an integrated microfluidic device which allows for
automation. High robustness of the method is assured by running the two devices, the planar
quadrupole chip and the DEP based microfluidic device, with several independent biological
replicates, different operators and an extended time span of repeated measurements. The
results are compared between the different DEP-Raman setups, as they are depicted in figure
1, proving the reliability of the method for future clinical applications.

Methods and Materials
Bacterial samples
Escherichia coli AG100 (minimal inhibition concentration MICciprofloxacin = 0.03 µg/ml,
ciprofloxacin sensitive) and the closely related third-step mutant Escherichia coli 3-AG100
(Kern et al. 2000) (MICciprofloxacin = 2 µg/ml, ciprofloxacin resistant) are cultivated overnight
in CASO medium (Roth GmbH) at 37 °C while shaking at 150 rpm. An anonymized urine
sample (~ 5 ml) is spiked with E. coli AG100 for fluorescence background measurements.
Sample preparation
Bacteria suspensions are diluted to an optical density (OD) of 0.1 at 600 nm measured with an
Agilent Cary 60 UV/Vis spectrometer, which corresponds to 108 bacteria per milliliter. Each
suspension is divided into two aliquots and cultivated under standard conditions (37 °C, 150
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rpm, CASO medium) for 60 min to reach the exponential growth phase. Afterwards one
aliquot is treated with ciprofloxacin (ciprofloxacin hydrochloride, AppliChem) to give a final
concentration of 1 µg/ml, while the second aliquot per sample serves as a control without
antibiotic treatment. Immediately after addition of the drug (time point 0 min) and after 30,
60, 90 and 120 min, 1 ml of each aliquot is taken for Raman spectroscopic analysis. The
bacteria are washed twice with 0.5x PBS buffer solution (Roth GmbH) by centrifuging them
with a relative centrifugal force of 11,500 g (MiniSpin ®, Eppendorf AG) for 1.5 min and
afterwards resuspended in 0.5x PBS. The optical density is adjusted to an OD600nm of 0.3 and
admitted to the quadrupole DEP chip and the DEP based microfluidic device for further
Raman spectroscopic analysis. In total 12 independent biological replicates are prepared from
both E. coli strains at different days. For each biological replicate five different time points
are recorded and analyzed, i.e., each day time points 0, 30, 60, 90 and 120 min.

Quadrupole DEP chip
The quadrupole DEP chip is fabricated as described previously(Schroeder et al. 2013) by
creating a gold electrode structure on a planar fused silica substrate. A 200 µl droplet of 0.5x
PBS buffer solution is used to load the chip. An alternating current (AC) voltage with a
frequency of 1 MHz and a peak-to-peak voltage of 4 Vpp by a HAMEG HMF 2550 arbitrary
function generator is applied to the electrodes. Ten µl bacteria suspension are injected into the
droplet so that a particle stream passes the micron-sized quadrupole structure in the center of
the chip and high efficient bacterial capture is achieved.
Fabrication of the DEP based microfluidic system
The DEP-based microfluidic system is constructed of a thick carrier material (glass)
containing microfluidic channels and sinusoidal electrodes, and a thin cover-chip with
sinusoidal counter electrodes.
The fabrication of the DEP chips starts on wafer-level using a borosilicate glass wafer
(thickness: 700 µm, diameter: 100 mm). One wafer yields twelve DEP chips of size 16 × 25
mm². First, the electrodes are produced by electron beam lithography and lift-off process. In a
subsequent step, the microfluidic channels are defined by photolithography and etched by wet
etching processes, aligned on alignment marks which are included in the electrode layout.
Details are explained in the following.
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After a precleaning routine using “Caro’s acid” also known as piranha solution
(peroxymonosulfuric acid), two thin layers of electron beam resist were spun onto the surface
of the borosilicate glass wafer. As bottom resist 200 nm ARP617.06, baked for 10 min at 210
°C, and as top resist 260 nm AR6200.09 (both: ALLRESIST GmbH), baked 3 min at 150 °C
on a hot plate, are used. On top of the electron beam resist stack, a 10 nm thick conducting
gold layer was evaporated to avoid charging effects during the electron beam exposure. The
electrode design was written on the wafer with the shaped e-beam writer (Huebner et al.
2014) (Vistec Electron Beam GmbH) using a beam energy of 50 keV. After the exposure, the
gold layer was removed and the resist was developed for 60 s in the AR600-546-developer
and subsequently for 60 s in the AR600-50-developer and rinsed for 20 s in isopropyl alcohol
(IPA). Afterward, a 3 nm thick titanium undercoating and a 100 nm thick gold film were
deposited on top of the wafer by means of thermal evaporation under normal incidence. The
lift-off-procedure was performed by an overnight-soaking in a resist remover bath followed
by ultrasonic cleaning.
After the lift-off, a second electron beam lithography step is followed in which the electrodes
are protected with an overlapping resist mask prior to the subsequent wet etching of the
microfluidic channels. Here, a 1.4 µm thick negative tone electron beam resist ma-N 2410
(micro resist technology GmbH) is used. The resist is baked 3 min at 90°C on a hotplate,
evaporated with the 10 nm gold conduction layer and after the e-beam exposure developed 2
min in MIF726 standard developer.
The finished structures are annealed a second time at 170°C for half an hour to produce
smoothly rounded edges wich will allow a better coverage of the following deposition of a
200 nm thick NiCr (50/50) film sputtered onto the wafer. The NiCr-film, patterned by
photolithography and chemical wet etching (chromium etchant: mixture of perchloric acid
(HClO4) and ceric ammonium nitrate ((NH4)2[Ce(NO3)6]), serves as hardmask for the wet
chemical etching of the microfluidic patterns in the surface of the borosilicate glass wafer.
The wet etching is performed by means of buffered fluoric acid.
Subsequently, fluid ports are provided by ultrasonic drilling. Afterwards the NiCr layer and
the ma-N protection resist are removed. Finally, the wafer is sliced into the individual chips of
16 mm × 25 mm size each.
In parallel, the cover chips with the sinusoidal counter electrodes are manufactured. The ebeam lithography and the metal lift-off are performed in same procedure like described for the
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wafer-electrodes. In view of the useful Raman-signal-readout very thin glass substrates (chips
size: 15 x 15 mm², thickness 130 µm²) are required as top-substrate. With respect to the low
substrate thickness, the handling and the individual manufacture of the chips are challenging.
Finally the two parts, the microfluidic chip and the cover chip, are superimposable assembled
onto each other by means of a 20 µm thick acrylate based adhesive foil (tesa SE), which
contains a cut hole to the tune of the position of the sinusoidal electrode structure. The
electrodes are finally bonded to a printed circuit board which is electrically contacted to the
HAMEG HMF 2550 function generator.
Driving the DEP based microfluidic device
The DEP based microfluidic device is completely flushed and wetted with 0.5x PBS buffer
solution. Then, a 100 µl syringe loaded with the bacterial sample under investigation is airbubble-free connected to the microfluidic device via Teflon® capillaries (1/16’’, Jasco
GmbH) providing a dead volume of approximately 30 µl. The syringe is driven by syringe
pumps (neMESYS syringe pumps, cetoni GmbH). Bacteria are pumped to the capture unit
within the microfluidic system with a flow velocity of 100 µl/s. When the bacteria arrive at
the capture unit, the velocity is reduced to 0.3 nl/s – 1 nl/s. A peak-to-peak AC voltage of 8 –
12 Vpp with a frequency of 1 MHz is applied to efficiently capture the bacteria.
Dielectrophoresis force calculation
Dielectrophoretic force calculation is carried out with finite element method using software
COMSOL Multiphysics V4.2 (COMSOL, Inc.) and electrostatics module. Sinusoidal
geometric profiles are taken as a basis to approximately describe the electrodes in the DEP
based microfluidic device. The electrodes are represented by Dirichlet boundary conditions,
top electrodes are set on positive potential, bottom electrodes are set on negative potential, a
sphere representing boundaries far away from the electrodes is grounded.
Micro-Raman setup
Raman spectroscopic analysis is performed with a CRM 300 WITec micro-Raman setup
(WITec, Ulm) equipped with a 600 lines/mm grating. A frequency-doubled cw Nd-YAG laser
beam with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm is focused on the sample via a 60x Nikon
water immersion objective with NA 1.0. For the quadrupole DEP chip a power of 15 mW
before passing the objective is applied; a higher power of 36 mW is used in experiments with
the DEP based microfluidic device to compensate for losses due to the coverslip. To use the
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high numerical aperture water immersion objective, a 200 µl water droplet is deposited on top
of the coverslip. The 180° backscattered light is detected with a back illuminated CCD
camera (DV401 BV, Andor Technology Ltd, Belfast) with 1024 x 127 pixels cooled to -60
°C.

Raman spectroscopic analysis
After the captured bacteria have formed a cloud of about 10 – 20 µm in diameter within the
quadrupole electrode structure as well as within the cavities provided by the electrode
structures in the focal plane below the cover slip, a 532 nm laser beam is centrally focused
onto these bacteria and Raman spectra are collected in fast time series mode. Per bacteria
sample 300 spectra are collected: using the quadrupole DEP chip 3 x 100 spectra (integration
time = 1 s) and using the DEP based microfluidic device 50 spectra per cavity within 6 of the
10 cavities (integration time = 2 s).
Data analysis
Statistical analysis is performed in programming language “R” (R Core Team; 2014;
http://www.r-project.org/) using “ggplot2” (Wickham 2009) for graphical display. Package
hyperSpec (Beleites C, Valter S; 2014; http://hyperspec.r-forge.r-project.org/) is used to
import and pre-process the spectra as follows. Baseline is corrected using fifth order
polynomial fit. Next, the wavenumber region below 975 cm-1 is cut off due to interfering
coverslip glass signal and the spectra are vector normalized according to l2-norm. In total,
33060 spectra are collected from 7 biological replicates of each E. coli strain using the
quadrupole device. Using the DEP based microfluidic device, 12591 spectra are collected
from 5 biological replicates of each E. coli strain.
A Partial Least Square Regression (PLS) is carried out to provide regularization for the
subsequent Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) (Barker and Rayens 2003). Two latent
variables are identified to adequately describe the effect of ciprofloxacin and each spectrum is
projected onto these latent variables. Using these scores, the LDA performs the classification
by first projecting into a discriminant space and then predicting posterior class membership
probabilities assuming Gaussian distribution. Calculations are implemented as an R package,
“cbmodels” (Beleites C; 2014), which is based on packages “pls” (Mevik B, Wehrens R,
Liland K; 2013; http://CRAN.R-project.org/package=pls) for the PLS and “MASS” (Venables
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and Ripley 2002) for LDA taking further care on proper centering so that PLS-LDA retains
bilinear properties and provides combined PLS-LDA coefficients (analogue to the PLS
regression and LDA coefficients). To ensure that the PLS-LDA model cannot learn to
recognize the strains, the training data is restricted to the sensitive strain and only spectra
acquired after at least 30 min of exposure to ciprofloxacin are used for training the PLS-LDA
projection. Furthermore, the PLS-LDA model is only trained with the data collected using the
DEP quadrupole chip. Data collected from the DEP based microfluidic device is completely
projected into this model.

Results and Discussion
Features of the DEP based microfluidic device
In the context of facilitating Raman spectroscopic measurements, the microfluidic device is
fabricated as a borosilicate-coverslip-hybrid: to minimize the fluorescence background from
borosilicate glass when it is illuminated with the 532 nm laser beam a thin cover slip is
incorporated into the chip. Thus, the microfluidic device consists of two pieces: the bottom
piece is fabricated from a borosilicate wafer and contains the wet etched semi-open
microfluidic channels connected to a small chamber, the capture unit, where electrodes are
lithographically inserted. The cover slip, which contains lithographically patterned counter
electrodes, is - using an adhesive foil - glued on top of the bottom piece to seal the semi-open
microfluidic channels and the capture unit.
The implementation of the combined DEP-Raman setup into a microfluidic device offers
additional features compared to the quadrupole DEP chip. First of all, the handling is strongly
improved and especially allows for safe dealing with infectious material: a syringe is loaded
with the infectious material and all operations can be performed within the closed
microfluidic system. A top view of the present device is depicted in figure 2a: it consists of
two inlet channels (α), one operation unit, i.e. the DEP capture unit (γ), containing electrodes
(δ) and one outlet channel (β). Chips with two outlet channels are also available. Body fluids
are often colored (for example yellow urine) and lead to high fluorescent background within
the Raman spectra. The two inlet channels allow for rapid medium exchange to solve this
issue: one channel transports the colored patient’s sample containing bacteria, whereas the
other channel delivers a different colorless medium. While the bacteria are captured and held
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back by the DEP capture unit, the medium can be exchanged within only 5 min. Figure S2
shows exemplarily the high background signal obtained from a typical urine sample spiked
with bacteria and the decrease in fluorescent background signal within 5 min medium
exchange. The fluorescence background has been almost completely replaced by PBS signal
until the typical bacterial Raman signal is significantly emerged. Furthermore, within a
microfluidic device the bacteria can easily be removed and replaced within the capture unit,
which allows for several subsequent independent Raman measurements.
Capturing bacteria with the DEP based microfluidic device
When going from a planar DEP chip to an integrated microfluidic device, the electrode
structure has to be changed. A sinusoidal profile (figures 2b-d) is chosen, which is highly
efficient to counteract fluid flow induced drag forces. In total four electrodes are in parallel
aligned within the capture unit, two take their position at the top of the channel and two at the
bottom, the fluid flow passes in between. In high conductive media the DEP force points
towards regions of minimal field strength and bacteria are repelled from the electrodes. The
cavities provided by the sinusoidal shape of the electrodes offer in total ten micron-sized
regions (5 per electrode pair in figure 2a), where bacteria can be captured, to provide a variety
of independent positions for subsequent measurements. A selection of four cavities is shown
in figure 2c, where highly efficient bacterial capture is demonstrated. In figure 2b an x-z-slice
of the resulting dielectrophoretic force is plotted for setting the top electrodes on positive and
the oppositely arranged electrodes on negative potential. For this configuration the calculation
implies that the bacteria should collect in spots positioned in two focal planes: spots should be
observable close to the top and close to the bottom of the microfluidic channel. The bright
field image in figure 2d, which provides a detailed view of a cavity in figure 2c, confirms this
result. Arrows relate the calculation to the experiment: bacteria are hold within the cavities of
the sinusoidal electrode structure in two focal planes against the fluidic stream, one close to
the top of the channel and the other one close to the bottom. On the one hand the collection in
two planes divides the amount of bacteria in two partitions; on the other hand close to the
microfluidic channel walls due to the parabolic flow profile the fluid velocity is lower than in
the center of the channel and consequently the drag force and thus, a lower voltage can be
applied to counterbalance the drag force by dielectrophoresis. Keeping the voltage as low as
possible is important: according to energy-balance equation − ∙ ∆ = 〈 ∙
in the electric field

( , , ) is transformed into Joule heating with

〉 energy stored

( , , ) being the
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temperature field and k and σ describing the thermal and electric conductivity, respectively.

At voltages above 14 Vpp heating bubbles form in regions where the adhesive foil is attached.

The workflow is as follows: First, the microfluidic device is loaded and flushed with PBS
buffer solution until all microfluidic channels are completely wetted and air bubbles are
removed. Then a 100 µl syringe is loaded with bacterial sample and connected to the
microfluidic device. The bacterial sample is pumped with a flow velocity of 100 nl/s and
considering a dead volume of 30 µl it takes approximately 5 min until the first bacteria can be
dielectrophoretically captured. The flow velocity is subsequently reduced to 0.3 – 1 nl/s and
an 8 – 12 Vpp AC current voltage is applied to the electrodes to capture a sufficient amount of
bacteria for subsequent Raman measurements within approximately 5 min.
Raman measurements reveal the bacterial signature within the microfluidic device
Typical Raman spectra obtained by using the microfluidic device are plotted in figure 3 and
compared to the Raman spectra obtained by using the quadrupole DEP chip. The fluorescence
background of the cover slip is low, only some interfering signal is detected below 975 cm-1
and therefore, the wavenumber region below 975 cm-1 is truncated for further analysis.
Typical Raman spectroscopic features of E. coli bacteria can clearly be identified and highly
coincide between the two devices: nucleic acid contributions can be found at 785 cm-1 (PO2-,
cytosine, thymine, not shown), 1096 cm-1 (PO2- stretching), 1250 cm-1 (adenine), 1339 cm-1
(adenine), 1485 cm-1 (guanine, adenine) and 1578 cm-1 (guanine, adenine); vibrational
contributions from proteins show up at 1004 cm-1 (phenylalanine), around 1250 cm-1 with the
broad amide III band and around 1660 cm-1 with the broad and prominent amide I band
(Notingher 2007; Notingher et al. 2002).
Raman spectra in combination with chemometrics detect subtle molecular changes in E.
coli caused by antibiotic treatment
In order to determine antibiotic susceptibilities by means of Raman spectroscopy, sensitive
and resistant E. coli are analyzed without antibiotic treatment and under the influence of
ciprofloxacin on both combined DEP-Raman devices: the quadrupole DEP chip and the DEP
based microfluidic system. For a robust assessment of the effect of antibiotic treatment on the
Raman spectra, independent operators are used for different experiments: Raman
measurements using the quadrupole DEP chip are performed by “user 1” and “user 2” and
Raman measurements utilizing the DEP based microfluidic device are carried out by “user 3”
and “user 4”. Raman spectra are measured from samples at several ciprofloxacin interaction
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time points, i.e. 0, 30, 60, 90 and 120 min after the addition of ciprofloxacin. Time point “0
min” serves as a control to check if the antibiotic itself interferes with the measurement.
Raman spectra collected from samples belonging to time points “0 min”, “60 min” and “120
min” are plotted in figure 3 (time points 30 min and 90 min are omitted because they do not
contribute any additional information). The changes in the Raman spectra between different
time points are very subtle and except for the band at 1485 cm-1 which significantly differs at
time point 120 min between the sensitive and resistant treated strain as it is highlighted in
figure 3, consistent differences are hard to observe by naked eye. The band at 1485 cm-1
represents the nucleic acid bases adenine and guanine. It is stable over time for the treated
sensitive stain. A stable DNA content is in agreement with the inhibition of nucleic acid
synthesis. In contrast, it drops in intensity for the control samples as well as for the treated
resistant strain. This decrease in relative DNA content during late exponential growth is in
agreement with flow cytometric based results reported in literature (Akerlund et al. 1995).
However, Raman spectra contain more information and in order to visualize and extract the
subtle, but characteristic differences between sensitive and resistant strain, a multivariate
statistical model is trained. The model bases on a Partial Least Squares Regression (PLS) for
data regularization followed by a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to obtain a
“ciprofloxacin effect score” which separates data belonging to the resistant strain from data
belonging to the sensitive strain. The model is trained with the Raman data obtained from
“user 1” and “user 2” (quadrupole chip) and only taken Raman data from the sensitive strain
at interaction times of minimal 30 min into account. Thus, the model is trained on the spectral
variations occurring due to the action of the drug and a training of differences between
different strains can be excluded. Even though, two closely related strains have been selected
for this proof-of-concept-study, it is important to assure strain independence. It has been
shown previously (Munchberg et al. 2014) that chemometric models can differentiate between
several bacterial strains ignoring an antibiotic effect. Here, the opposite is desired: a
classification model that can differentiate for various strains between efficient (sensitive) and
inefficient (resistant) action an antibiotic. Figure 4 depicts the resulting model with the Raman
data at time point “0 min” and Raman data collected from the resistant strain being projected
into the model. At time point “0 min”, the scores from the two different strains strongly
overlap indicating that the model is strain independent. The relative positions of the
ciprofloxacin effect scores monitored over time indicate a clear ciprofloxacin effect. With
increasing interaction time, the ciprofloxacin effect scores belonging to the treated sensitive
strain show up with negative values, whereas the scores of the untreated control samples take
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positive values. On the resistant strain the drug has not the same effect, thus, the scores
belonging to the treated resistant strain are also found at positive values together with the
untreated controls, however, with a slightly lower magnitude. After 120 min a clear picture is
formed, impressive clustering of the scores is obtained differentiating resistant and sensitive
strain and the antibiotic susceptibility can be metered. The coefficient representing the
mathematical transformation of the original spectra to the PLS-LDA scores shows clear bands
especially associated with nucleic acid contributions (figure S1).
To determine sensitivity and specificity for the identification of the resistant strain, a
threshold of the ciprofloxacin effect score must be defined above which the treated samples
are classified as resistant based on individual Raman spectra. A first natural choice is a
threshold level of 0.0 and time point 120 min of interaction time. This threshold yields for the
quadrupole DEP chip a sensitivity and specificity of 81% and 72%, respectively. For the DEP
based microfluidic device on which data have been recorded by two independent user (“user
3” and “user 4”) at a later time point and which have not contributed to the training model, a
sensitivity of 91% and a specificity of 75% are obtained, proving the high coincidence with
the scores obtained from the Raman data of the quadrupole DEP chip. If desired, the threshold
level can be tuned to achieve simultaneously maximum sensitivity and maximum specificity.
Figure S3 depicts the dependence of these accuracy parameters on the threshold level for
individual Raman spectra. The intersection point of the sensitivity and specificity curve yields
an optimum threshold of 0.1. For this threshold, the sensitivity and specificity is 79% and
77% for the quadrupole DEP chip and 87% and 79%, respectively, for the microfluidic
device. However, when predicting antibiotic resistance, the sensitivity is more important than
the specificity. If the resistant strain is falsely predicted to be a sensitive strain, an inefficient
antibiotic would be administered causing bad outcome for the patient. In contrast, if the
sensitive strain is falsely predicted to be a resistant strain, a different antibiotic would be
tested and used for medication which - most likely - will also be effective against the bacteria.
Thus, the threshold can be chosen to obtain optimal sensitivity (figure S3) and provide useful
information for the physician.
For a treating physician several scores resulting from several individual Raman spectra are not
of interest, but rather an averaged answer characterizing all the bacteria of that patient. Thus,
the mean of the scores from a whole batch can be considered and all the biological variance
within that batch can be averaged. This yields a very clear separation of resistant and sensitive
strain with a sensitivity and specificity of up to 100% using thresholds between 0.0 and 0.1.
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All batch-wise determined mean values corresponding to the treated resistant strain show up
with a ciprofloxacin score ≥ 0.1 and all batch-wise mean values corresponding to the treated
sensitive strain show up with a ciprofloxacin score ≤ 0.0. This holds true for the quadrupole
DEP chip as well as for the DEP based microfluidic device (figure 4). Based on five
independent sets of measurements with four batches per set (final time point “120 min” and 2
different strains with 2 different treatments) a very high accuracy of the presented combined
DEP-Raman devices up to 100% is strongly indicated: two devices run by two different users
over a time period of half a year have provided highly comparable and highly accurate results
regarding the antibiotic susceptibility of E. coli within less than 3.5 hours. Compared with our
previous study on vancomycin resistant enterococci, now a second confirmation of the
combined DEP-Raman technique regarding antibiotic susceptibility testing within less than
3.5 hours has been carried out.

Summary and Conclusions
Two devices based on a combined dielectrophoresis-Raman approach have been presented to
capture bacteria from dilute suspensions and to determine their antibiotic susceptibilities.
Exemplarily this is shown for E. coli and the fluoroquinolone antibiotic ciprofloxacin. The
antibiotic susceptibility results can be obtained for both devices within short times (less than
3.5 hours) and with high accuracy. After 120 min of ciprofloxacin interaction time on single
spectra level, sensitivities close to 90% are achieved with the quadrupole DEP chip and >
90% with the DEP based microfluidic device. Up to 100% sensitivity is achieved for both
devices if batch-wise evaluation is carried out. The presented algorithm proves to be highly
robust against different experimental variations, such as different operators, an extended
period of time (half a year between different measurements) and the use of the different DEP
based devices itself. Especially the independence of the results on the two different devices
indicates a high transferability of Raman data towards future chip modifications and could
drastically simplify setting up a robust Raman database. With a time-to-result of only 3.5
hours, minimal hands-on-time for the integrated microfluidic device and the potential to
extend and further automate the analysis the presented algorithm marks a huge progress
compared to the standard clinical microbiology and has high potential for future application in
clinical diagnostics. A possible workflow could be a dual step process: first, identification of
the bacteria (e.g., E. coli or E. faecalis or E. faecium for patients suffering from urinary tract
infections), and second, a subsequent antibiotic susceptibility testing with different antibiotics
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as was shown in this contribution for the fluoroquinolone ciprofloxacin and in our previous
work for vancomycin.
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Figures

Figure 1: Variations of the combined DEP-Raman setup | a) The combined DEP-Raman
setup takes a quadrupole DEP chip as a basis and is open to the environment, a droplet of
bacterial suspension is deposited on top of the chip to dielectrophoretically capture bacteria
for subsequent Raman measurements. b) The combined DEP-Raman setup is implemented
into a microfluidic device and hence safe handling of infectious material without direct
contact is warranted: samples are administered to the device via syringe pumps through
Teflon® capillaries (in the image from below) for automated sample handling and fluid
exchange.
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Figure 2: DEP based microfluidic device for Raman measurements | a): Top view of the
microfluidic device: the device contains two microfluidic inlet channels (α) and one outlet
channel (β), these channels are connected to a small chamber (γ), the capture unit, where
sinusoidal electrodes for bacterial capture are aligned, two on the top and two on the bottom;
these electrodes are connected to a printed circuit board (δ). b) x-z-components of a DEP force
calculation indicate a capture of the bacteria in two focal planes (highlighted regions indicate
where bacteria collect and are related via arrows to picture d)). c) Overview of highly efficient
bacterial capture within the cavities provided by the sinusoidal electrode structure. d) Detailed
view of bacterial capture in two focal planes confirms the calculation in b).
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Figure 3: Raman spectra reveal antibiotic responses of E. coli towards ciprofloxacin |
Raman spectra collected using the quadrupole DEP chip and the DEP based microfluidic
device are shown for three different time points after ciprofloxacin treatment. The best
observable and consistent change over time occurs within the highlighted Raman band at
1485 cm-1 representing adenine and guanine contributions. The band is almost stable for the
treated sensitive strain. For the control samples and the treated resistant strain this band
decreases. Despite the effect is less distinct for the data obtained using the microfluidic
device, a subtle separation is observable at time point 120 min.
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Figure 4: Ciprofloxacin effect score of E. coli revealed by PLS-LDA analysis | Raman
data obtained by using the quadrupole DEP chip (dashed lines) are used to train a PLS-LDA
model (in the figure small symbols represent the ciprofloxacin effect score on single spectra
level, medium sized symbols represent batch-wise averaged scores and fat symbols equipped
with error bars represent the mean score for each group with standard deviation). Precisely
only Raman data belonging to the treated and untreated sensitive strain after 30 min set up the
model; data of time point “0 min” as well as the Raman data obtained from the treated and
untreated resistant strain are projected into the model. First, at time point “0 min” the scores
strongly overlap indicating a strain independent model. At later time points the scores cluster
and after 120 min the control samples have positive scores, the treated sensitive strain has
negative scores and the treated resistant strain has also positive scores but with slightly lower
values than the untreated controls. All Raman data collected using the DEP based
microfluidic device is projected into the same model. At time point “0 min” these scores show
a little shift but are still strongly overlapping with the other scores. At later time points the
scores follow the same trend as above and finally, after 120 min the same clustering between
treated sensitive, treated resistant and untreated control samples is achieved demonstrating a
very high coincidence between the scores belonging to the quadrupole DEP chip and the
microfluidic device.
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Figure S1: Loading coefficient of the PLS-LDA | The loading coefficient relates the scores
of the Raman spectra in their original space with the ciprofloxacin effect score in the PLSLDA space and hence, provides information on the major differences in the Raman spectra
the PLS-LDA model takes as a basis. The highlighted band at 1485 cm-1 is in agreement with
the differences observed in the Raman spectra. All in all the loading coefficients strongly
indicate that chemical information is responsible for the score clustering and not baseline
abbreviations or noise.
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Figure S2: Medium exchange to remove the fluorescence background in urine samples |
Raman measurements of bacteria in urine samples are compromised by a large fluorescence
background (0 min); the implemented medium exchange unit is able to replace the urine
within only 5 min by PBS, the fluorescence background continuously decreases until it is
negligible and an evaluable bacteria signature emerges.
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Figure S3: Sensitivity and specificity depending on a threshold value | Sensitivity and
specificity of the PLS-LDA model to detect ciprofloxacin resistances in E. coli are compared
for Raman data obtained by using the quadrupole DEP chip and the DEP based microfluidic
device. The sensitivity and specificity of the model using Raman data obtained by means of
the microfluidic device is in general higher than by means of the quadrupole chip. Highest
values for both, sensitivity and specificity are obtained for threshold levels of 0.0 – 0.1 in the
ciprofloxacin effect score.
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